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WHEATSTONE 0-9
IGITAL AUDIO MIXING CONSOLE

IN 1993 WHEATSTONE began manufacturing the D-500 digital audio mixing console for the
radio broadcast industry, and after 10 years of experience in the field it was only natural we
would apply this digital technology base to the surround television market.

The new WHEATSTONE D-9 DIGITAL AUDIO CONSOLE, despite its small footprint (25 inches
front -to -back), is FULLY loaded with all the functions and control capability needed by most
television broadcast facilities. With integrated routing, multiple outputs, surround sound, sub-
groups, DCM masters, full monitor functions and powerful communication circuits, the D-9 offers
a wealth of operational choices for the most demanding of live television applications.

14/h It-_,-ton CcDric:DrcItior-)
600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina. USA 28562
www. wheatstone. corn / sales @ wheatstone. corn

copyright 2003 by Wheatstone Corporation

tel 252-638-7000 / fax 252-635-4857
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Announcing a breakthrough in media ingest and transfer: New Digital Ingest from Harris.
Yes, our guy Phil was pretty excited about the whole Digital Ingest thing. But now it's your turn to discover the latest innovation from

Harris, the leader in broadcast technology. Digital Ingest completely automates your front-end media ingest and transfer process,

hrs harris resource suite
whether you're talking about a single facility or a whole enterprise. Until

now, when digital media was acquired from delivery services - such as
FOR INGEST-TO-BROAOCAS1 WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT Media DVX or DG Systems - distribution throughout the broadcast

facility required manual transfer to tape and video file servers. All of that has changed. Now, with Digital Ingest - part of the Harris

Resource Suite - you eliminate the error -prone busy work of manually entering metadata, give your operation virtual "real time"

ingest-to-playout (great for those last-minute, gotta -get -this -on -the -air requests), and better allocate your engineering resources.

Designed to integrate seamlessly with your Media Client station, Digital Ingest has intelligent ano customizable "rules" to adapt
workflow processes to your operation. Plus, (as Phil will proudly tell you), Digital Ingest includes Workflow Process Manager (WPM) - an

integrated software module that allows the system to manage automated and manual tasks and processes. With Digital Ingest, you can

even search, browse, and approve content from desktops anywhere in your enterprise (your Program Manager will love you).
So go ahead. Make Phil happy. Call about Digital Ingest today.

For more information about Digital Ingest and the entire Harris Resource Suite of products, call 1-408-990-8200 or visit us online

at www.broadcast.harris.com/automation.

www.broadcast.harris.com/automation 15ARRIS
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Work Smart Work Son Tour

HDW F900 High Definition LMD-230WS Multi -format
CireAlta' Camcorder LCD LUMA 'Monitor

"Arz

MVS-8000 Multi -format
Production Switcher

tL:

PDW-530 XDCANI"
Optical Disc Camcorder

XPRI- Non -Linear Editor
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SONY
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Staying on top of the fast -mowing world of digital
technology can be a tremendous challenge. That's
why Sony is hitting tne road with a truckload of
innovative gear and a team of experts to help you
understand what it's all about

Our commitment to informing and educating The broadcast and production
community remains as strong as ever, so be sure to take advantage when our
Work Smart Work Sony Truck Tour rolls into your town.

Take part in hands-on demonstrations of the latest technology from Sony...non-linear
editors, acquisition/storage/playback tools, mowtors, switchers, and more. Plus an
Exciting demo of what many called "The Best of NAB": Sony's new XDCAM- optical
disc system-one that is destined to revolutionize the face of broadcast news and
field production. Don't miss it! Work Smart. Work Sony.

VISIT WWW.SONY.COM/PROTOUR TO REGISTER NOW!
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The master control

center for Studio 6A
at NBC Studios'

headquarters in New
York City. Studio 6A is
home of the comedy

show "Late Night with
Conan O'Brien': Photo

courtesy of Snell &
Wilcox.
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*true co
broadcast -grade flat panel displays

BT -L-11800

ors

Step into the light with Panasonic's new broadcast -quality fie: panel displays. Dutperforming

traditional CRT technologies, these color -accurate, long -life LCD monitors are lightweight,

space saving, energy efficient, and offer optional DC power for in -field use (BT-LH900).

Panasonic continues to unlock the power of the desktop video revolution. For more details,

visit us at www.panasonic.cont'broadcast or call 1-800-522-8601.

Panasonic
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What were the names of the
two incompatible digital
video disc formats that were
later standardized into what
is now officially called the
digital versatile disc (DVD),
and when was the format
officially launched? Correct
entries will be eligible for a
drawing of Broadcast
Engineering T-shirts. Enter
by e-mail. Title your entry
"Freezeframe-November" in
the subject field and send it
to:

bdick@primediabusiness.com.
Correct answers received
by Jan. 17, 2004 are
eligible to win.
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What company gives studio pros
the most technologically advanced media possible?

111;1\01

Digital
BETACAM

Final Cut 2f10 maxell

E E
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maxell

maxell
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Expanding Memory & Mobility

For every new piece of digital hardware, Maxell has the ultimate media technology. Our focus on advancing technologies
has resulted in a superior manufacturing process. The end result: media that provides unsurpassed quality, stability and reliability.

So for production and post -production professionals, Maxell media provides the consistently high-performance they depend on every day.
To learn more about Maxell Professional Media, call 800-533-2836 or visit www.maxell.com.

Recordable Media Data Storage Portable Energy Technological Partnerships



Editorial

Outsourcing
The headline read, "When specialists do it bet-
ter and for less." The article focused on the
issue of using outside vendors to perform

tasks that formerly were handled by a company's own
staff. It's called outsourcing. The result is often lower
expenses, and the ability for employees to better focus
on those tasks that are unique to the business. After
reading the article, I began to wonder if this applied
to broadcasting.

Outsourcing is simply contracting out for non -stra-
tegic services, those tasks that aren't part of a company's
core business (or expertise). For instance, most sta-
tions hire a janitorial service for cleaning duties. Cer-
tainly cleaning the restrooms and emptying the trash
are important, but they have little to do with getting
the news on air.

Another example might be IT systems and phone main-
tenance. While your best engineers may be able to repair
an extremely complex camera or production switcher,
can you afford to have them decipher and fix the phone
system when it fails? Payroll is typically one of the first
tasks to be outsourced. Why? Because it requires special
skills that have nothing to do with broadcasting, and there
is no room for error. Today, outsourcing for such duties
is typical and considered standard practice.

As managers look for even more cost savings, could

other non -strategic duties be outsourced? Consider this.
Does a station really need a transmitter engineer?
Today's transmitters are highly reliable, which is great.
Unfortunately, the downside to this advantage is that
when they do fail, the engineer may have little experi-
ence in fixing it. There are advertisers in this magazine
that can provide round-the-clock monitoring and main-
tenance of a TV transmitter. Their engineers probably
know the transmitter better than a staff employee could.
They have direct access to parts and were most certainly
trained by the factory. While it's traditional to own and
maintain a station's transmitter, where's the advantage
in ownership of this particular task?
Could other traditional tasks be outsourced? One

duty that is increasingly being looked at for
outsourcing is network on -air playout. While this
model may not work for local stations, consider a large
network or satellite -delivered service. Think about the
capital costs required to not only build one on -air
playout center, but also construct a full emergency
backup facility to keep the network on the air. How
much less expensive might it be to contract with a ven-
dor that's equipped to handle network distribution and
can amortize their capital costs across several clients?
This model is already working well in Europe.

How about your cable system's local weather chan-
nel? Local weather channels aren't "local" anymore.
They're originated by a couple of vendors who dis-
tribute via satellite, and viewers never know the dif-
ference. Again, calculate the cost of providing a 24 -
hour local weather channel, complete with meteorolo-
gist? Few cable systems could provide the service -
let alone make money on the investment.

As new IT and network technology allows many tasks
to be handled hundreds if not thousands of miles away,
new solutions for old ways will be developed. Station staff
might not easily accept some of these ideas. However,
business issues ultimately will drive the decisions made.

Today, the broadcaster's tradition of self-sufficiency
may simply be too expensive an option. BE

"4teet
editorial director

Send comments to  editor©orimediabusiness.com  wum broadcastengineering com
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Introducing FLEXLineTM from Dielectric -
our new, flexible air dielectric coaxial cable

now available in sizes for every broadcast

application from low power FM through high
power DTV.

And because it's from Dielectric, FLEXLineTM

meets the same rigid standards of
excellence that you've come to expect from

the world's leading supplier of broadcast
equipment. FLEXLineTM is manufactured

from the finest material available. Simply stated,

it's the perfect alternative for tough design
challenges such as crowded tower
installations, or any application in which
flexible cable has advantages over rigid
transmission line.

Sizes 7/8", 1-5/8", 2-1/4", 3-1/8", 4-1/8", 5", 6-1/8"
Features precision fitted connectors
5/10 year war'anty

 Complements complete line of VHF/FM/UHF
antennas and RF Systems

Dielectric
COMMUNICATIONS

Engineering Excellence Since 1942

1.800.341.9678  www.dielectric.com  Raymond, Maine



Customer no -service
Your hypothetical attempt at con-

tacting a human regarding your cable
problems in your August world edi-
tion editorial rang so true. Unfortu-
nately I don't have two potential cable
suppliers - Comcast has a monopoly.
I don't subscribe to cable television.

I use cable merely for Internet access.
Shortly after Comcast took over
(bought out) AT&T's cable assets, my
cable Internet access bill went from
$45/month to $65/month. In addition,
the quality of the service went down
the drain for nearly two months. Any
attempt to find out if the problem was
mine or theirs was totally inhibited by
an inability to make contact with any-
one at Comcast, or even to locate a
Web page that would tell me if they
were experiencing service problems in
my area. I finally resorted to looking
up the name and address of the presi-
dent/CEO and sending my nasty com-
plaint directly to the top. It got a reac-
tion, but I'm uncertain that the prob-
lems have been cured.

MICHAEL ERNSTOFF

Defining vertical resolution
Mr. Robin,
I noticed that you consistently use a

completely different definition of
"vertical resolution" than just about
any other resource. Virtually every
textbook, glossary or technical dictio-
nary I've seen states that the vertical
resolution of NTSC video is 525 lines.

However, you repeatedly adjust this
number using the Kell factor, etc and
call the adjusted number the vertical
resolution. Is there no firm definition
of this term within the broadcasting
industry? And aren't we usually
refering to the maximum resolution
when we discuss resolution? Would it
be more accurate to describe the ad-
justed number as the "effective verti-
cal resolution"? Just curious.

JACK G.

Michael Robin responds:
Here are a few comments on televi-

sion vertical resolution:
Fiction: A11525 NTSC scanning lines

are visible.
Fact: The NTSC raster is made up of

a total number of 525 scanning lines.
Between 40 and 45 lines are blanked
out, leaving between 480 or 485 ac-
tive (visible) lines.

Fiction: The NTSC vertical resolu-
tion is 525 lines.

Fact: The vertical resolution is nei-
ther equal to the total number of scan-
ning lines (525) nor to the active num-
ber of lines (let's say 485). This is due
to the fact that the scanning lines can-
not be assumed to occupy a fixed po-
sition with respect to the real -life pic-
ture vertical details at all times. So the
"statistical" vertical resolution is equal
to about 70 percent of the number of
active lines or about 339 lines per pic-
ture height (LPH).

All television systems have been de-
veloped based on these facts. The con-
fusion arises from the fact that
computer's vertical resolution is equal
to the number of active lines. Com-
puters, unlike television, can assign in-
dividual, unambiguous brightness val-
ues to each active line. So, unaware of
television world realities, people who
are migrating from the computer
world to television apply computer
concepts. I would therefore suggest
that the resources you are referring to

use a completely different definition
of "vertical resolution" than that used
by the television world.

The use of computers in the televi-
sion world can create situations when
computer -generated (synthetic) im-
ages are mixed and/or alternated with
images originated by video cameras. In
such cases, the computer -generated
images would indeed have a higher ver-
tical resolution than the camera -origi-
nated images. This situation would
however emphasize an unpleasant tele-
vision -related artifact called "interlace
flicker," which occurs when the cam-
era -captured vertical detail exceeds 70
percent of the active lines. BE

June Freezeframe:
G. One of the 2003 Pick Hit

recipients was a second -time
winner. The company received
its first award in 1990 for its
innovation in audio storage. Its
2003 Pick Hit was for a video
storage product. Name the
company and the technology
used as the storage medium in
that 1990 Pick Hit award winner.

A. 360 Systems' 1990 Pick Hit
winner, the DigiCart, used
"Bernoulli" disk technology to
record audio.

Winners:
Garen Braun
Brad Meyer, Ozarks Public

Television
Alex Joyce, ESPNews
Ken Spickler, Technicolor Creative

Services DVD
Steve Alhart, NEP
Bill Gellhaus, WMRG Studios

Test your knowledge!
See the Freezeframe question of the

month on page 8 and enter to win
a Broadcast Engineering T-shirt.

Send answers to bdick@primediabusiness.com
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AFFORDABILITY THROUGH INNOVATION

Concerto 6L
Multi -For riat Rooter

Now you can get the industry's highest -
quality picture and signal performance for
less than you ever imagined!

KayakDD

ADigitil.Switcher
146 Ns..

With complete Grass Valley- news and production packages,
Thomson is making the digital transition affordable for small
to mid -market broadcasters and video professionals-with the
highest degree of system integrity as well as industry -proven
user functionality and control.

Lowering the cost barriers.

Squeezing the latest digital technology into tight capital budgets
can be a tough fit. But your facility's upgrade to the capital and
workflow efficiencies of digital can't wait forever.

That's why we've introduced a new line of affordable digital
acquisition and studio/mobile and sports production equipment.

Gem' Signal Conversion
& )istribution Products

LDK 3
it Digital Camera

Now we're taking these performance leaders a step further
with our Grass Valley TV Station in a Kit'" Series of four bundled,

scalable packages for digital news and studio/mobile production.
Choose the one that meets your production and capital budget

needs today with the confidence that it will easily and economi-
cally scale to your needs tomorrow.

Whatever your facility size, we have the products and package
for you. There's never been a better time to choose affordable
Grass Valley products from Thomson.

Grass Valley products by Thomson.

Affordability Through Digital Technology Innovation.

www.thomsongrassvalley.com/TightBudgetUSA

Bundled Packages Starting at Under $68,000*
Products also available individually

A 0 THOMSON BRAND
* Entry-level news production package. See us about low-priced studio/mobile

production packages. Promotional pricing subject to change and availability.



Off the
unbeaten path

BY CRAIG BIRKMAIER0 n October 16 the FCC
issued a press release
claiming that the DTV

transition for broadcasters continues
to move forward, noting that 1060 TV
stations, representing 81 percent of
all commercial stations, are currently
on the air with a DTV signal. But the
real purpose behind the press
release - and the FCC actions it
reported - was to keep pressure on
the laggards; hundreds of TV broad-
casters who have yet to construct their
DTV transmission facilities.

The press release stated that the FCC
took action regarding 141 stations fil-
ing requests for a third extension. Out
of these requests, the FCC granted 104
stations an additional six months to
begin broadcasting a digital signal.
Seven stations were denied extensions
and given letters of admonishment.

It's no secret that many broadcasters
are doing everything in their power
to minimize their level of commit-
ment to, and investment in, DTV.

Many have chosen the path of mini-
mal resistance - putting a low -power
DTV signal out over their city of li-
cense. There are a handful of stations
in this latest group of extensions with

News anchors Morris Jones and Jennifer
Gladstone and sports anchor Jonas Schwartz
on the set of the Sinclair Broadcast Group's
News Central. News Central allows small -mar-
ket stations to deliver a higher -quality news
product while concentrating their resources on
local stories.

legitimate reasons for delay; those
dealing with community resistance to
the proposed site of new towers and
the inevitable delays brought about by
the destruction of the World Trade
Center in New York. In addition, some
small -market stations have been

1 I II, II.

The next stage of DVD
Recorders allow consumers to record TV, save legacy material

Transferring VHS Recording TV Edit/record
to DVD home videos

Reasons for buying DVD recorders

SOURCE: Consumer Electronics Association www.ce.org

granted multiple extensions based on
financial hardship.

Most of the rest are traveling the path
of maximum resistance. Do nothing
and hope that the problem goes away.

To date, none of the 71
stations that were admon-
ished during the second
round of extensions have
reached the stage of get-
ting fined. If and when
the FCC should decide to
take action against the
most stubborn of the lag-
gards, they may be able to
tie things up in court for
several more years before
being forced to put their
DTV channel on the air.

Some may simply give up that DTV
channel, if they can keep broadcast-
ing on their analog channel.

One can hardly blame these stations,
especially those in smaller markets,
who face the prospect of investing as
much, or more, in a DTV facility than
the current valuation of their station.
To be fair, DTV - at least the U.S.
broadcast version - appears to be
traveling an unbeaten path. About 40
percent of U.S. homes now subscribe
to a digital TV service, either DBS or
cable, and the number of new sub-
scribers continues to grow. The num-
ber of homes capable of receiving ter-
restrial DTV broadcasts continues to
stagnate below 1 percent, and most of
these ATSC receivers are integrated
with an HD DBS receiver package.

Meanwhile, HDTV is becoming a vi-
able niche market for both cable and
DBS, with a growing choice of content
that is not available via terrestrial DTV.
On Oct. 15, Cablevision dropped a
mini bombshell. The company, which
recently launched a satellite for a new
DBS service, announced the Rainbow
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Ot is the PDA that
can tell you what your
transmitter is doing!
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DBS service, which will be marketed
under the VOOM brand name. The
service focuses on the growing HDTV
market, with 21 channels of commer-
cial -free HDTV programming.

More than four million homes now
have an HD -capable display. A recent
survey by the Consumer Electronics
Association found that nine million
households are likely to purchase
high -definition television products
over the next 18 months and another
30 million consumers consider them-
selves likely purchasers within the next
three years.

On October 28, the United States
Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia upheld FCC regulations
requiring television set manufacturers
to install ATSC tuners in some new
sets starting next summer. The court
rejected arguments made by the Con-
sumer Electronics Association (CEA),
that the FCC lacked the authority to

impose such a requirement and that
the order would harm consumers. It
is not known if the CEA will appeal
the ruling, and how consumer elec-
tronics manufacturers (CE) will deal
with the mandates.

A recent FCC action, embracing the
agreement between the CE and cable
industries for one-way digital tuners,
paves the way for the CE industry to
develop integrated "digital cable -
ready" receivers and to enter the cable
set -top box market. The agreement

specifies digital I/O ports for IEEE -

1394 (with 5C content protection) and
DVI (a secure digital link between the
receiver and display). These open up
the possibility that the CE industry
will focus their efforts on monitors
rather than integrated receivers.

The FCC also is preparing to adopt
rules for the "Broadcast Flag:' The flag
will signal that the broadcast content
must be protected; the onus of pro-
tection will fall upon manufacturers
of receivers and virtually all

DTV Transition Moving Forward: FCC Says More Than 80% of Commercial
DTV Stations Are On the Air.

hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs public/attachmatch/DOC-240048A1.pdf
Cablevision's Rainbow DBS introduces "VOOM"
www.voom.com/util/press/press_1015031sp
CEA Survey Reveals 9 Million Plan to Purchase HDTV Over Next 18 Months
www ce.org/press_room/press_release_detail.asp?id=10330
Nexstar Broadcasting Group
nexstartv/default v1024.asp

The Broadcast Quality Server
With a Price that Makes Sense.
-ii("411TAGE Stami1000

Up to to now, it's been tough
explaining how buying more
video servers would fatten up
your bottom line.

Which is exactly why 360
Systems has introduced the
Image Server 20001". It delivers
three independent video
streams, and all the features of
the high -cost competition, for
just $10,000. Complete.

.maimateavaar-

Image Server 2000 is the per-
fect replacement for tape
machines - use it for satellite
ingest, program delay, slow-
motion, commercial insertion, or
full time play -to -air.

Its advanced design provides
composite and SDI video, 12
AES channels, balanced analog
audio, up to 128 hours of inter-
nal RAID -5 protected storage,
impeccable images, great
specs - and zero maintenance.

And at $3,333 per channel, the
Image Server 2000 also makes
good business sense. Isn't it
time to rethink what you're pay-
ing for video storage?

Check out the Image Server
2000 at www.360systems.com,
or call for a demonstration at
your place.

BROADCAST
Tel: (818) 991-0360 E-mail: servers@360system:.,
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The Clear
Difference

The DPA 4066 microphone is designed for exceptional sound and comfort. Successful
professionals such as Linda Kruse, a model, actress and product demonstrator, choose
the 4066 for its highly articulate sound and adjustable headband.

The versatile 4066 is compatible with most all wireless and hard -wired systems and built to

perforan with utmost reliability. The low profile microphone boom detaches for easy
mountirg on either the left or right side and cars be quickly adjusted for a comfortable fit.

For broadcast and theatrical applications and conference presentations and worship
environments, the DPA 4066 provides a clear difference in sound quality, flexibility and
ease -of -use.

For more information call 1.866.DPA.MICS or visit www.dpamicrophones.com.
DPA Microphones, Inc. info-usa@dpamicrophones.com

MICROPHONES
UST ADD TALENT



Download

downstream devices that might have
access to the DTV bit streams, includ-
ing PCs. Forcing consumers to buy
receivers they do not plan to use, and
limiting the fair use rights of consum-
ers could backfire.

The sad reality is that consumers are
not traveling the path offered by
broadcasters ... the unbeaten path.

Opportunity knocking?
Given current realities, the notion

that small -market broadcasters might
view the DTV transition as an oppor-
tunity may seem about as likely as the
prospect that the analog channels will
be returned in January of 2007.

For example, the Sinclair Broadcast
Group, which owns or manages one

11,11LT FOR HIM
Stepped crimp sleeve grips -
the outer jacket which increases
connector -to -cable reliability.

Exterior ferrule
surface provides
superior cable
retention without
braid breakage.

Generous capture cone
design ensures easy
insertion of center
conductor.

Spring -loaded coupling ring
using a beryllium copper
crescent washer assures positive
electrical mating over time.

Unique black nickel
finish adds endurance
and reliability.

Fully enclosed metal outer
conductor This feature is an Gold flash palladium Ni plated
integral part of a rugged spring fingers for high mating cycle
construction, important for handling repeatability and improved high
the stress of cable weight over frequency conductivity.
time.

Tapered ferrule facilitates
connector insertion under braid.

- .300" ferrule improves
connector -to -cable
tensile strength.

Unique plating flow
hole ensures uniform
interior plating.

Captive center contact
provides positive tactile
feedback for error -free
assembly. Also prevents
movement when cable is
flexed.

Unique locking design
for high contact retention.

50 millionths gold
plating improves
durability of electrical
contact over thousands
of cycles and exceptional
conductivity.

Machined PTFE
Insulator for superior
RF electrical
performance.
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Don't be fooled into believing that yesterday's BNC connectors are
up to the demands of today's killer application. Because signal clarity

is so essential to successful digital broadcasting, you need the high
frequency, impedance -matched performance of the UPL2000 from
Trompeter. It's the only BNC specifically designed for high bit -rate
digital video signal transmission and offers significant performance

advantages over standard BNCs (>8db return loss improvement
@1.485 Gbps). Don't compromise your signal with yesterday's

connectors - select the UPL2000.

HDTV Transmission line product solutions

TROMPETER
T CI N C N 0

of the largest groups of stations in the
United States, has taken the concept of
centralcasting a step further with News
Central. Local newscasts are a hybrid
mix of stories that originate locally and
regional/national stories provided by
the News Central staff in Maryland; lo-
calized weather segments also are pro-
duced at the News Central facility. This
allows small -market stations to deliver
a higher -quality news product while
concentrating their resources locally.

Consider the strategy of another rap-
idly growing station group, Nexstar
Broadcasting Group, headquartered in
Irving, TX. Nexstar is a television
broadcasting company focused exclu-
sively on the acquisition, development
and operation of television stations in
medium-sized markets in the United
States, primarily markets that rank
from 50 to 150, as reported by A.C.
Nielsen Company. The Nexstar Web
site explains that they are able to ac-
quire stations on more favorable terms
than those in larger markets, that they
achieve lower programming costs be-
cause "the supply of quality program-
ming exceeds demand" in markets
with only a few stations, and they em-
ploy management techniques typically
found only in larger markets.

How does this translate into a DTV
opportunity? This is about serving the
millions of conventional TV screens
found in medium and small markets.
It is about creating economies of scale
so that the station group can compete
effectively for sources of content for
a standard -definition DTV multiplex.

The big media conglomerates may
use their control over distribution and
their political clout to capture more of
the revenues from local broadcast
operations, but they are not the well-
spring of TV industry innovation.

When we get off the unbeaten path of
the current broadcast DTV transition,
we find smaller media companies also
trying to grow. Many times, these com-
panies are limited by competition from
conglomerates,with respect to their
ability to gain favorable carriage on
cable and DBS systems.

Medium and small -market

18 broadcastengineering.com NOVEMBER 2003
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Attn: Anton Bauer Users

The Azden 1000URX-AB UHF receiver

is a 1000URX receiver pre -assembled

into the Anton Bauer "Gold Mount"

for easy and secure mounting to your

camera. Designed to perform at

broadcast -quality levels, this true

diversity receiver with 2 complete

front -ends, has 121 user -selectable

UHF channels in the 723-735MHz

range. For complete features and

specifications visit our website:

www.azden.com.

Here's what Buck McNeely, of the
TV Show "THE OUTDOORSMAN WITH

BUCK MCNEELY" has to say about
the 1000:

"My choice of wireless microphones is the

AZDEN 1000 series. I can mount up to 2

receivers in line between the camera body

and the battery on the gold mount adapter

and it's powered by the attached battery

with little noticeable extra drain. We have

hundreds of channel options and appreciate

the clear reception and range these Azden

units deliver."

Recently selected by Ikegami and
Panasonic for their new "Slot -In"
cameras, (model 1000URX-Si), the
1000 Series is the result of years of
development by Azden in the field of
high quality audio for video.

Recently reduced in price, contact your
professional equipment supplier, many
of whom are linked at our website.

Botypack transmitter
(1000BT) with reduce(
cuTent-drain for
imp-oved battery life,
is available with
Arlen EX -503H, Sony
ECM -44H or ECM -55F'

Plug-in XLR transmitter
(1030XT) works with
dynamic or phantom-
pcwered mics.

ijik
AzDEN (P5.01.6)B302::5F(0

k1
n,S.qt1a6re),378.17150C160

E -Mail: azdenus@azden.com Web site: www.izden.com

broadcasters need to leave the un-
beaten path to find this land of op-
portunity. Despite its obvious limita-
tions, DTV broadcasting can provide
the vehicle to transport broadcasters
into a future where they have more
leverage over content suppliers, not
less. Where they can compete based
on their knowledge of the market and
the community, rather than the rat-
ings of the network that controls
them today.

What's more, broadcasters may kick
up a few stones and discover that
there's more to serving a market than
keeping people entertained. DTV
broadcasting has the potential to al-
low broadcasters to enter into new
businesses including electronic news-
papers and directory services. The
opportunity - and the need - to in-
novate are larger in smaller markets.

All of this depends on the deployment
of DTV-capable receivers. If enough
broadcasters talk with one another, they
might figure out that it is not difficult
to create a platform for competition
with cable and DBS, which have placed
digital set -top boxes into more than 40
percent of U.S. homes.

The time has come for small -mar-
ket broadcasters to tell the conglom-
erates to enjoy their journey down the
unbeaten path. There is opportunity
out in the digital wilderness; however,
those who choose to sit on their ana-
log assets cannot exploit it.

But there is opportunity for small
and medium market stations via con-
solidation. Some station groups are
building networks of stations in
smaller markets to gain leverage in two
ways. First, by using the station
group's strength to negotiate better
deals for syndicated programming
and, second, by using technology to
reduce costs, often improving the de-
livered product's quality. BE

Craig Birkmaier is a technology consultant
at Pcube Labs, and he hosts and moderates
the OpenD7V Forum.

I
SEND

Send questions and comments to:

cbirkmaier@primediabusiness.com
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The new DV 15 Fluid Heac is the perfect combination with any
digital ENG camcorder. It is ye* ar other example of Sachtler's
proven qualitj being used to support the new generation of
cameras. And with its centra locking for immediate leg release, the
new Hot Pod OF is the fastest tripod n the world. Its maintenance -
free pneumati gas spring etfortlessl lifts the camera over six feet
high. So why wait? Optimize your equipment now. With Sachtler!

www.sachtler.com

sachtler
corporation of america
55, North Main Street
Freeport, N.Y. 11520
Phone: (516) 867 4900
Fax: (516) 623 6844
email sachtlerUS@aol.com

3316, West Victory Blvd., Bur -Dank. CA. 91505
Phone: (818) 845-4446
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FCC approves
plug -and -play
BY HARRY C MART N

he FCC has approved equip-
ment standards that will al-
low digital television sets to

connect directly to digital cable service
wall outlets without the need for a set -
top box ("plug -and -play" TV). The
standards are based on an agreement
reached by cable companies and
equipment manufacturers. Consum-
ers still will need to obtain a security
card ("POD" or "cable card") from
their local cable operator to insert into
the plug -and -play TV sets.
The sets will eliminate the need for

consumers to obtain a set -top box or
use a separate remote control to re-
ceive digital cable service. They also
will be able to take their plug -and -play
sets to other parts of the country and
have them work with different cable
systems. In addition, they will be able
to fully utilize functions of their tele-
vision sets that are often disabled
when sets are connected to set -top
boxes. Plug -and -play digital sets
should be in stores in the second
half of 2004.

The FCC also adopted requirements

Dec. 1, 2003, is the deadline for
filing biennial ownership reports for
TV stations in Alabama, Colorado,
Connecticut, Georgia, Maine,
Massachusetts, Minnesota,
Montana, New Hampshire, North
Dakota, Rhode Island, South
Dakota and Vermont.
Dec. 1 also is the deadline for
stations in those states to place
their annual EEO reports in their
public files and post them on their
Web sites.

to ensure that all sets labeled "Digital
Cable Ready" meet plug -and -play
standards. It required set manufactur-
ers to provide owner's guides explain-
ing the functions of the sets and POD
security cards, and released a further
notice of proposed rulemaking to de-
termine whether to require a pre -sale

set -top boxes with HDTV connectors
when requested. By July 1, 2005, all
HDTV set -top boxes must contain
digital or HDTV interfaces, and tele-
vision sets labeled "Digital Cable
Ready" must include tuners for recep-
tion of over -the -air digital TV. The
FCC will prohibit downresolution of

Plug -and -play digital sets should be in stores in
the second half of 2004.

explanation of plug -and -play features.
The downside is that first -generation

plug -and -play sets will be able to re-
ceive only "one-way" programming. If
consumers want to subscribe to ad-
vanced digital "two-way" services such
as pay -per -view, video -on -demand, in-
teractive services or cable operator -
enhanced program guides, they still
will need a set -top box for the time be-
ing. Cable and equipment manufactur-
ers are continuing to negotiate stan-
dards that will allow plug -and -play sets
to provide "two-way" services.

The FCC's action is intended to
speed the transition to high -definition
television. As a result of the new stan-
dards, HDTV sets (more advanced
than standard digital sets) that con-
nect to cable without set -top boxes
also are expected to be in retail stores
by the end of next year. In addition,
the new standards are expected to in-
crease consumer demand for HD sets
and encourage program producers to
provide more programming in
HDTV.

To further speed the transition, start-
ing April 1, 2004, the FCC is requir-
ing cable operators to supply HDTV

HDTV programming to standard -
definition by cable and other multi-
channel programming systems. It re-
leased a further notice of proposed
rulemaking regarding downresolution
of non -broadcast programming.

The FCC adopted encoding rules that
permit cable and other multichannel
programming systems (except Internet,
cable modem or DSL services) to pro-
hibit consumers from copying digital
pay -per -view and video -on -demand
programming. The cable and other sys-
tems also may limit copying of digital
cable channels to one copy. No restric-
tions are permitted on the copying of
broadcast television.

The FCC additionally adopted an
interim policy and released a further
notice of proposed rulemaking re-
garding scrambling technologies. The
FCC stated that it will address digital
broadcast copy protection (the
"broadcast flag") in another order in
the near future. BE

Harry C. Martin is an attorney with Fletcher,
Heald & Hildreth PLC, Arlington, VA.

Send questions and comments to:

harry_ martin@primediabusiness.com
SINI
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Take Control of
Television Loudness

00 Dolby
Broadcast

Loudness Meter

Model LM100
^4.17"f44,

Oolb9

Gigial
3/2i. 448

The first step to solve loudness vari-

ations between programs or channels

of your television service is to take

accurate and consistent measurements.

The award -winning Dolby LMioo

Broadcast Loudness Meter includes

design innovations to easily measure

the subjective loudness of dialogue in

terrestrial, satellite, and cable services.

Once television loudness is measured,

at last, you can control it to make both

you and your viewers happy.

For more information, please visit

our website or email us at

tvaudio@dolby.com.

oDiby h000hlt O y.,ho, are rvg,teool o.Dle000ks o!Dolb,
Dolby lahorattmos_ a Dolt, 1.1boraloor, Al! rigMs oDrverl Sol 1,93

LM100 Features

Dialogue intelligence is a
revolutionary algorithm that
analyzes the input signal and
only measures during the
presence of speech.

Multiple Inputs accept two -
channel analog and digital,
multichannel Dolby Digital
and Dolby E, and, optionally,
in -the -clear analog CATV

and off -air RF signals
(LMioo-NTSC version).

Software Remote Control

allows extended logging and

enhanced analysis via PCs.

Comes in two configurations:
LMioo-LTC can log to external
timecode; LMioo-NTSC
additionally measures NTSC
CAN and off -air signals.

LMioo Software Remote Control

DOLBY

www.dolby.com/tvaudio



Streamlining
shared content
BY CLYDE SMITH0 ne of the major goals of

Turner Broadcasting
System's new all -digital

network operations center (NOC) was
to manage shared content more effi-
ciently. The company's 19 separate
broadcast networks have their own
unique identity and programming,
but they share up to 40 percent of their
promotional spots and commercials.
Previously, each network had a sepa-
rate broadcast operations center
(BOC) that ingested and stored this
content. That arrangement meant that
the system was storing many "masters,"
and systems for each network were
going through the same process more
than once for the same files.
To maximize the use of its servers, disk
space and people, Turner created a
shared -storage architecture in its new
NOC using a new SAN management
tool, the StorNext SAN file system
(StorNext FS) from ADIC. The new
system creates a centralized storage
system and media -operations group
to serve all of the broadcast networks,
and has enough capacity to provide
shared access to a common set of more
than 30,000 commercials and promos.
The NOC ingests material for the en-
tire center and manages it in a high-

tached-storage (NAS) filers, but they
couldn't handle the center's volumi-
nous data. Instead, the company in-
stalled a large SAN with 22TB of cen-
tralized disk capacity, along with 11
UNIX servers to stream data out to the
pods. The key to mak-
ing this architecture
work is the right SAN
file system, and the
company evaluated all
the options before
choosing StorNext FS.

The SAN manage-
ment tool is a distrib-
uted file system that
manages high-perfor-
mance shared access to
files stored on disk re-
sources over a switched
fabric. For its central -
storage pool, Turner
needed a combination
of transparent data ac-
cess, high performance and high
availability. The management system
lets each of the servers access all the
data in the centralized disk arrays di-
rectly and at wire speeds. It offers
flexible, high-performance stream-
ing, even with file sizes ranging from
250MB to several gigabytes.

Instead of a separate BOC, each network now has
a "pod" that stages content based on its individual

playout schedule.

bandwidth, multi -tiered, shared -stor-
age environment. Instead of a separate
BOC, each network now has a "pod"
that stages content based on its indi-
vidual playout schedule and creates lo-
cal copies of shared master files.

When the company first planned the
new center, it looked at network -at -

Turner often has to create many lo-
cal copies from the central master, so
being able to manage time and band-
width efficiently is critical. The SAN
management system supports mul-
tiple network destinations efficiently.
For time -critical tasks, it also can give
bandwidth priority to specific jobs.

High availability is critical when stor-
age resources are centralized. Because
the new storage architecture makes the
same content available transparently
to multiple hosts, it provides an im-
portant built-in protection against the

ADIC's StorNext FS manages Turner's broadcast
inventory management, the central cache that
stores and delivers air material to a network
playout server.

failure of any one host. The system is
fully journaled, allowing rapid re-
builds in case of a system fault; it pro-
vides fast, automated failover between
primary and standby control servers;
and it allows for the addition of new
hosts without interrupting operations.

StorNext FS provides file sharing
equally well for multiple operating
systems in heterogeneous SANs. To-
day, Turner's file streaming hosts are
Solaris machines, but the file system
allows the company to use a lower -cost
Wintel cluster for the metadata serv-
ers. It offers the option of adding other
platforms as technologies evolve. BE

Clyde Smith is senior vice president of
broadcast entertainment technology for
Turner Entertainment Networks.
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FASTEST WORKFLOW FOR NEWS

- MULTIPLE FORMATS IN TIMI

rADCAST EDITING
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NEwsCutter AdrEnalinE FX

ThE nEw standard for broadcast.
The NewsCutter® Adrenaline- FX system offers complete newsroom connectivity and the speed,

productivity, and performance that broadcast professionals demand. Tight integration

with the newsroom. Full -featured cola correction. Future HD expandability. Professional

effects to enhance production everywhere in the station, from news to promotions

and beyond. Power your edit suites and deliver programming in virtually any

format with the new standard for broadcast.
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REAL-TIME MOTION EFFECTS
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Digital video
basics
BY MICHAEL ROBIN

Natural phenomena that
we perceive as images are
analog in nature. The

camera's analog transducers trans-
form the original analog information
into an analog electrical signal, e.g.
voltage. Analog composite signals,
such as NTSC, PAL and SECAM, are
subjected to various types of cumula-
tive distortions and noise, which af-
fect the quality of the reproduced pic-
ture. Separate distortions of the Willi -

component video signals.
The cumulative composite or com-

ponent analog video signal impair-
ments, and their effect on the repro-
duced picture, can be considerably re-
duced by using a digital representa-
tion of the video signal and effecting
the distribution, processing and re-
cording in the digital domain. The
analog -to -digital (A/D) and digital-
to -analog (D/A) conversions intro-
duce some impairments. By a proper

Analog composite signals are subjected to various
types of cumulative distortions and noise.

nance and chrominance components
as well as intermodulation between
them are likely to occur. Such distor-
tions can be reduced, but not com-
pletely eliminated, by performing all
or at least a major part of production
and post -production operations using
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selection of two parameters, namely
the sampling frequency and the quan-
tizing accuracy, these impairments
can be reduced to very low values. As
long as the digitized signals are dis-
tributed, processed and recorded in
the digital domain, these impairments
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are limited to those introduced by a
single -pass A/D and D/A processing.

The coded signals
North American and European digi-

tal standardization efforts resulted in
the ITU-R BT.601 recommendation,
which established an agreement on a
digital component video format that
is compatible with both the 525/50
and 625/50 scanning formats and is
at the root of all subsequent compo-
nent digital developments.

Video signals are usually generated
by an analog camera. The camera
generates three gamma -corrected
wideband primary signals: E'G
(Green), VB (Blue) and E'R (Red). By
convention, the symbol "E" represents
a voltage, and the prime sign indicates
that the respective signal is gamma -

corrected. We will discuss two pre-
dominant component digital formats:
 The ITU-R BT.601 component digi-
tal standard: This SDTV standard with
a 4:3 aspect ratio covers a family of
component digital formats, the well-
known 4:4:4, 4:2:2 and 4:1:1. The per-
vasive 4:2:2 format uses a wideband
(limited to Fb=5.75MHz) luminance
signal (E'y) and two narrowband
(limited to Fb=2.75MHz) amplitude -

scaled blue color -difference (E'cB) and
red color -difference (E'cR) signals.
 The ITU-R BT.709 standard: The
HDTV formats with a 16:9 aspect ra-
tio specified by SMPTE 274M
(1920x1080 interlaced scanning) and
SMPTE 296M (1280x720 progressive
scanning) are rooted in this standard.
These formats are an extension of the
4:2:2 SDTV format and use a wideband
(limited to Fb=30MHz) luminance sig-
nal (E'y) and two narrow -band (lim-
ited to Fb=15MHz) amplitude -scaled
blue color -difference (E',.,) and red

26 broadcastengineering.com NOVEMBER 2003
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Iran tm° ion to A 1 1 i

Standard Coded signals F, (MHz) Fh (MHz)

ITU-R BT.601 E, = 0.587EG + 0.114EB + 0.299E'R 13.5 5.75

0 Egg = 0.564(E'rEy)
EcR = 0.7131ER-E0

6.75
6.75

2.75
2.75

ITU-R BT.709 Ey = 0.7152EB + 0.0722E'B + 0.2126ER 74.25 30.0
Egg = 0.53891E8-Ey/ 37.125 15.0
EcR = 0.6351ER-Eyl 37.125 15.0

0

0

Table 1. Component digital signal characteristics of
the ITU-R BT.601 and ITU-R BT.709 standards

color -difference (E'CR) signals.
The mathematical expressions

defining these signals are given in
Table 1. In both standards, the color-

difference scaling factors
were chosen to ensure that
the signal amplitudes for a
100/0/100/0 color bars sig-
nal equal 0.7 V p -p.

The sampling
process
The sampling of the

video signal is essentially a
pulse amplitude modula-
tion process. It consists in
checking the signal ampli-
tude at periodic intervals.
The sampling frequency
(Fs) is a multiple of the
horizontal scanning fre-
quency and higher than
twice the maximum baseband fre-
quency of the analog signal (Fb) to
avoid aliasing. Aliasing is visible as
spurious picture elements associated
with fine details in the picture. The
only way to avoid aliasing is to use an
anti-aliasing filter ahead of the A/D
converter. The task of this filter is to
reduce the bandwidth of the sampled
baseband to less than F/2. Rec. 601
specifies the sampling frequencies of
the three SDTV component analog
signals as well as the characteristics of
the associated anti-aliasing filters. The
chosen sampling frequencies for the
4:2:2 format are 13.5MHz for E'Y and
6.75MHz for E'cii/E'

CR"
This sampling

strategy results in 720 Y samples per
active line and 360 each CB/CR samples
per active line.

The SMPTE 274M and 296M stan-
dards specify the sampling frequen-
cies of the three HDTV component
analog signals as well as the charac-
teristics of the associated anti-aliasing

filters. The chosen
sampling frequen-
cies, shared by the
two formats, are
74.25MHz for E'Y
and 37.125MHz for
E'cB/E'cie The 274M
has 1920 Y samples

and 960 each CB/CR samples per ac-
tive line. The 296M has 1280 Y
samples and 640 each CB/CR samples
per active line. Figure 1 details the

The quantizing process
The pulse amplitude modulation

results in a sequence of pulses, spaced
at T= 1/F5, whose amplitude is propor-
tional to the amplitude of the sampled
analog signal at the sampling instant.
There is an infinite number of shades
of grey, ranging from black (lowest
video signal amplitude) to white
(highest video signal amplitude), that
the analog video signal can represent.
The instantaneous sampling pulse am-

plitudes can be represented
in the digital domain by
only a limited number of bi-
nary values resulting in
quantizing errors. The pos-
sible number of shades of
grey is equal to 2", where n
is the number of bits per
sample.

Experiments have shown
that using less than eight
bits per sample, the quantiz-
ing errors appear as "con-
touring." With eight bits per
sample or more, the quan-
tizing errors appear, in
general, as random noise
(quantizing noise) in the

picture. In practical applications, in
order to avoid clipping, the signal oc-
cupies less than 2" steps, resulting in a
specified "quantizing range." Figure 2

Odd Even

fa)

, Y sample onlv Y, E., C,

Old Even Odd Even Odd

r.,

Odd EvenEven Odd Eden

)

Figure 1.The 4:2:2 sampling structure. Note that the CB
and CR samples are cosited with oddY samples.

4:2:2 sampling structure. Note that the
CB and CR samples are cosited with
odd Y samples. The sampling strat-
egy is called orthogonal sampling.
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Figure 2. The relationship between the E'Y, E'CB and E'CR analog compo-
nent signal levels corresponding to a 100/0/100/0 color bars signal and the
10 -bit and 8 -bit Y, CB and CR digital sample values, as specified in ITU-R
BT.601, SMPTE 274M and SMPTE 296M
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Our competitors don't know Jack.
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shows the relationship between the
E' , E'0, and E'cR analog component
signal levels corresponding to a 100/
0/100/0 color bars signal and the 10 -
bit and 8 -bit Y, CB and CR digital
sample values, as specified in ITU-R
BT.601, SMPTE 274M and SMPTE
296M.

In a 10 -bit system, there are 1024
digital levels (210) ranging from 0 to
1023 (000 to 3FF hex). Levels 000, 001,
002, 003 and 3FC, 3FD, 3FE, 3FF are
reserved to indicate timing references.
Note that the sync is not sampled. This
leaves a "maximum quantizing range"
of 1016 digital levels, ranging from 4
to 1019 to represent the signal levels.
The normalized (700mV p -p) Y sig-
nal levels are assigned a range extend-
ing from 64 to 940, a total of 877 quan-
tizing levels. This leaves a small upper
headroom (940 to 1019) and lower
headroom (4 to 64). The normalized
(700mV p -p) CB and CR signal levels

are assigned a range extending from
64 to 960, a total of 897 quantizing lev-
els. This leaves a small upper head-
room (960 to 1019) and lower head-
room (4 to 64). An 8 -bit system would
have 220 quantizing levels for the Y
component and 225 quantizing levels
for the CB and CR components.

The overall performance
The picture quality is related to the

signal-to-RMS-quantizing-noise-ra-
tio (SNR). The expression of signal-
to-RMS-quantizing-noise-ratio yields
a complicated formula that takes into
consideration the quantizing range
and the ratio FS/2Fb. Taking into ac-
count the standards detailed above, the
formula can be simplified to:

SiQRms(dB) = 6n + 6
where:
S: Quantizing range occupied by the

full p -p video signal amplitude
QRms: RMS quantizing noise

n: Number of bits per sample
A 10 -bit system would thus have an

SNR of 66dB, and an 8 -bit system
would have an SNR of 54dB. BE

Michael Robin, a fellow of the SMPTE and
former engineer with the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.'s engineering headquar-
ters, is an independent broadcast consult-
ant located in Montreal, Canada. He is co-
author of Digital Television Fundamentals,
published by McGraw-Hill, and recently
translated into Chinese and Japanese.
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Building
disaster -resistant
computer networks
BY BRAD GILMER

For many years, the most im-
portant technology layer in
a broadcast plant was video

and audio routing: Lose your router
and you were off the air. Over the years,
computer networks have become just
as critical. At first, networks were criti-
cal because they carried information
(automation, traffic, etc.) about pro-
grams being broadcast. With the advent
of AAF and MXF, networks are poised
to become a major part of the content
transfer infrastructure within a facility.
The fact is, in many facilities today, if
you lose your network, you will be off
the air. This means it is important to
focus on how to keep your network up
and running in the event of a disaster.

Crucial issues to consider in design-
ing networks are fault tolerance and
high availability. Because you are us-
ing the same network to service a
number of clients, a failure in the net-
work can impact the entire operation.
For years, I thought the only answer
to the possibility of system failure was
to design systems to be fault tolerant.
Fault -tolerant systems are designed to
be resistant to faults. Typically, a single
fault will not cause a total system fail-
ure. Fault -tolerant designs usually in -
dude dual power supplies, redundant
disks and automatic changeover soft-
ware. Systems of this type are designed
as a single unit or set of interconnected
units; they are sold as a system; and
they may be quite expensive. Many are
designed so that the only way you
know there has been a failure is by
checking status monitoring and
alarms. For example, if you lose a disk
in a RAID array, you may not know
there has been a failure.
Another approach, which can be

much more economical but may or

may not provide the same protection
from failure, is high availability. With
high availability, the point is not to
prevent failures. Instead, a designer
uses off -the -shelf components to de-
sign a system such that a single failure
has little impact or causes a minimal
outage. For example, a high availabil-
itydesign might incorporate two com-
pletely separate Ethernet systems. The
servers and clients might have two
Ethernet cards in them instead of one.
High availability typically takes advan-

year there will always be a newer, faster
technology available. In a typical fa-
cility, you'll need the switch you put
on the shelf before the year is out any-
way. The point is to have a spare avail-
able - just as you would have a spare
klystron or VTR head wheel. Next, you
should consider having a spare server
available to be pressed into service on
a moment's notice. In one facility
where I worked, we planned that if the
server went down, we would use a
desktop unit as backup. We had the

Crucial issues to consider in designing networks

are fault tolerance and high availability.

tage of the low price of consumer
computer hardware. It might seem
cumbersome to put together two com-
pletely separate Ethernet networks,
but Ethernet is practically free these
days unless you are talking about high-
speed technology.

High -availability systems may have
a higher fault rate than fault -tolerant
systems, although this depends en-
tirely on decisions made by the sys-
tem designers. The bottom line? Fault -
tolerant systems may indeed be more
"fault tolerant" than high -availability
systems, but there is a cost associated.
It is up to the user to decide if fault
tolerance is worth the expense.

Keep a backup
The first thing you may want to do

is invest in backup hardware that can
be put into operation in the event of a
major failure. It is important to note
that this technology moves fast. It is
best to buy the minimum number of
extra switches that will do, since next

software loaded on a spare hard disk
ready to go. One day the server
crashed. We pulled the workstation
out of an office in the engineering
shop, installed the hard disk, and had
the new "server" up and running in
about five minutes.

You also should consider physically
separating critical equipment, if pos-
sible. For example, if you have mul-
tiple T1 or DSL lines coming into
your facility, make sure that at least
one of those lines comes onto your
property from a different direction.
Backhoe fades are more common
than you would expect. If you have
multiple servers on your network, try
to locate the servers in different spots
in your building. Keep your tape or
CD-ROM backup unit in a different
part of the building from the devices
it is backing up.

Some of you may need to recover
from network outages more quickly
than you can install a spare switch-
say on the order of one to six seconds.
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In this case, you will need to look for
active solutions. Both open and pro-
prietary solutions are available that
will provide failover in case of a net -

Figure 1. Multiple connections be-
tween a server and a switch not
only provide backup in case of NIC
failure, but also allow users to
build "fat pipes" to heavily ac-
cessed network equipment.

work media (wire or fiber), switch or
network interface card (NIC) failure.

Hardware -based solutions typically
involve NICs and switches. In some
cases, the manufacturer allows a server
to be connected to a hub through
multiple NICs using multiple ports on
the switch. In case of NIC failure, the
other cards automatically take up the
load. Not only does this solution pro-
vide protection from failure, it also
allows users to aggregate bandwidth
across multiple connections, provid-
ing a "fat pipe" on to the network for
heavily used servers (see Figure 1).
Note that this solution does not help
if the switch fails.

Figure 2. Connecting NIC cards to
two different switches protects
against a switch failure.

Another solution is to connect the
server to two different Ethernet
switches. In this configuration, the goal
is to protect the system from a switch
failure. Both switches are connected to
the same network. In case of a switch
failure, traffic automatically is routed
to the remaining switch. (See Figure 2.)

In some cases, networks - especially
networks built to handle broadcast
content - must handle heavy traffic.
Some manufacturers enable users to
build "fat pipes" between switches us-
ing multiple connections. This not
only provides the user with redun-
dancy, but also allows them to increase
the speed of their networks. If a cable
between the two switches fails, the
switches will automatically reroute
traffic to the remaining ports.

Some manufacturers carry this ar-
rangement to its logical next step.
They provide switches with multiple
redundant physical connections to
each port. Should a port fail, the
switch changes to a backup port and
media (see Figure 3).

Redundant
routing

It is relatively easy to
keep a spare Ethernet
switch on the shelf It
takes more work to
keep a backup server
at the ready, but there
are numerous options
available - from

and tables that change in real time. This
makes recovery from a failure challeng-
ing to say the least. Router manufac-
turers understand that in some cases,
failure is not an option. So they have
developed a number of proprietary
technologies that offer hot standby and
load -balanced configurations.

In a hot standby configuration, the
main and backup routers are in con-
stant communication. The backup
router is being kept up-to-date in near
real time. If the main router fails, the
backup automatically and almost in-
stantaneously switches online. In load -
balancing configurations, there is
more than one router in the system.
The load is distributed among mul-

tiple routers according
to user -configured pa-
rameters. The system
is designed so that
there is enough spare
capacity that, should a
router fail, the others
immediately and al-
most instantaneously
take over the load.
These solutions are
not cheap, and instal-

lation and configuration is non -trivial.
However, if your network needs to re-
main up no matter what, it might be
worth the investment.

Figure 3. Having multiple
connections between
switches provides redun-
dancy in the case of the fail-
ure of a connector, wire or
fiber optic cable.

ghosting server drives to clusters. But
there is another area in large networks
that requires some creative thinking. If
your network is sufficiently large, you
already may have deployed a router. I
am not talking about the small DSL or
T1 routers frequently deployed as edge
devices to connect to the Internet. I am
talking about more full -featured rout-
ers that are typically used in Intranets
to segment traffic in different depart-
ments, provide network address trans-
lation and port address translation, ex-
ecute complex firewall rules, and allow
tight control of access to critical on -air
operations. In many cases, these rout-
ers are actually active computer devices
rather than dedicated single -board
computers. The routers can have com-
plex configuration files and they build
sophisticated tables as they learn about
your network. When one of these
systems fails, it is not as simple as grab-
bing a spare box off the shelf. Routers
are dynamic boxes with configurations

BE

Brad Gilmer is president of Gilmer &
Associates, executive director of the AAF
Association and executive director of the
Video Services Forum.
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Dolby Pro Logic II
vs. SRS Circle Surround
BY KAICHOW LAU, NERMIN OSMANOVIC AND KEN POHLMANN

In the same way that digital tech-
nology has replaced analog, sur-
round sound is replacing stereo.

Phenomenal sales of DVD-video
players and home theater systems
confirm that consumers enjoy sound
from all around. Savvy broadcasters
understand that they
must somehow squeeze
5.1 channels through
their 2 -channel audio
signal paths.
While matrix surround

systems such as Dolby
Pro Logic II (DPLII) and
SRS Circle Surround
(CS) cannot perform as
well as discrete digital
systems, they are effective
solutions for many
broadcasters. To learn
more about the opera-
tion of each system, and
in particular to test the
sonic performance of
them, we assembled a
Dolby DP563 encoder and DP564 de-
coder, and SRS CSE-07 encoder and
CSD-07 decoder, and put them
through their paces.

The well-known Dolby Pro Logic
(DPLI) technology was first intro-
duced in 1987, allowing broadcasters,
via 2 -channel audio delivery, to deliver
surround sound audio to home users.
Subsequently, Dolby introduced its
improved matrix surround technol-
ogy, Dolby Pro Logic II. DPLII allows
the encoding and decoding of stereo
surround channels with full band-
width, with improved channel sepa-
ration and more intelligent logic steer-
ing mechanism. It also permits flex-
ible mixing of the LFE channel so
that broadcasters can tailor the sig-
nal to the end users' needs. As in
DPLI, home audiences can switch

between stereo and surround sound
playback of matrix -encoded content,
depending on their preference and
playback systems.

SRS burst onto the scene in the late
1990s with its CS technology, a con-
ceptually similar matrix encoding/de-

mono, stereo and surround. (CS is
also compatible with DPLI/II). This
compatibility makes this matrix sur-
round technology a powerful and
flexible way to deliver realistic sur-
round sound for broadcasting, film,
music and game applications, as well

as Internet streaming.

, Left

1
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Center

Mixer console

DVD player

Surround
left

Right

Synthesizer

Surround
right

A rho
interface out

iI
Hard disk
recorder

and o
int rlate Decoder

Figure 1.The listening test comparison of the Dolby Pro Logic II
and SRS Circle Surround matrix audio systems was conducted in
an audio/video post -production studio.

coding system. The company has ex-
panded its market share by securing
deals with several major broadcasting
networks. CS claims to offer a more
versatile system that delivers multi-
channel audio from any stereo, ma-
trix -encoded (including DPLI/II) or
CS -encoded content. It provides full
bandwidth in all channels; the capa-
bility to encode an L, R, C, Ls, Rs, Cs
or LFE signal as the dominant chan-
nel; dual -band steering logic for good
channel separation and smooth steer-
ing between Ls and Rs; and front and
surround channels. Moreover, its de-
coder is bundled with other propri-
etary SRS technologies such as Dialog
Clarity and TruBass for center chan-
nel and bass enhancement.

Both the Dolby and SRS systems are
fully backward -compatible with

In other words, both are
very viable products.

But because DPLI/II-
equipped A/V receivers
can be found in millions
of household home the-
aters, can CS, the new kid
on the block, compete
with the more estab-
lished technology? One
key to potential success
is sound quality. To
find out if either has a
sonic edge, we set up
both systems, ran iden-
tical source material
through both encoder/
decoder pairs and lis-

tened to the results.

The hardware setup
The systems were set up in a post -

production studio equipped with
two Yamaha 02R consoles, ProTools,
audio interface in/out and other typi-
cal gear, as shown in Figure 1.

Next, the SRS encoder was con-
nected to a hard drive recorder au-
dio interface output; six analog chan-
nels were directed to the encoder via
balanced inputs. The encoder's out-
puts, (total left channel and total right
channel) were directly connected to
the decoder's inputs with two ana-
log cables. Six distinct outputs from
the decoder were then directed back
to the hard disk recorder so the en-
code/decode signal could be stored for
playback
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Setting up the SRS system was a
simple task, which is a significant ad-
vantage. The signal path was tested
with the encoder's internal test signal.
The system was calibrated by adjust-
ing the output levels of each channel
using gain trim controls on the front
panel of the decoder. (There are no
level adjustments on the encoder.) The
system is designed to drop into an ana-
log signal path; the encoder has ana-
log inputs (its own A/D), and the
decoder has analog outputs (its own
D/A).

The Dolby system was connected in
a similar manner. However, because
the DP563 encoder has only digital
BNC inputs and outputs, an addi-
tional A/D converter was needed to
convert the six analog channels from
the audio interface into three digital
channels for input into the encoder.
(We used a Dolby model 587 multi-
channel audio converter, but any
8 -channel converter can be used.)

Controls on the encoder's front panel
provided access to setup parameters
such as monitor status and speaker
configuration for system testing. Also,
the decoder can be remotely con-
trolled. Altogether, it is more sophis-
ticated and flexible in operation and
configuration than the SRS system.
However, extra features and flexibil-
ity also increase complexity and re-
quire more setup time.

The listening test
To conduct an impartial A/B listen-

ing test comparing the Dolby and SRS
matrix surround systems, we used our
own source materials: two original
surround recordings and several
commercially available DVD movies.
We also created special files for our
very own matrix surround "torture"
test.
We began by listening to a passage

from a live recording of Mahler's
Symphony No. 5. Both systems per-

formed equally well in terms of over-
all pleasantness. However, there are
some fairly audible differences be-
tween the two. The CS -decoded ver-
sion accurately reproduced the origi-
nal with a more diffused and spatially
wider soundfield across the front
speakers compared to that of the
DPLII version. Different sections of
the orchestra and choral could be eas-
ily localized, yet the sense of envelop-
ment was preserved.
The DPLII version outperformed

CS with a more accurate reproduction
of the original spectrum; the balance
of the high -frequency range to the
low- and mid -range was well -main-
tained. A bass boost was observed in
the CS version, which imparted a
fuller sound but also at times "mud-
died up" the mix.

However, the most significant differ-
ence between the two systems oc-
curred at the end of the recording. The
audience applause, which was mixed
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predominately to the rear surround
channels in the original recording, was
distributed over the front channels in
the DPLII version, while the CS ver-
sion preserved the front -rear channel
balance more accurately compared to
the original with just slight leakage to
the front speakers.

Turning to rock 'n' roll, we chose an
original surround recording that had
very little center channel content, as
is the case in some surround record-
ings. We immediately identified the
bass boost in the CS -decoded version.
Because rock music typically has
greater bass content compared to clas-
sical music, the boost was clearly no-
ticeable and sometimes overpowering.

Both systems handled the "phantom
center" quite well; no significant spa-
tial artifacts were observed. The CS
version had more separation across
the front speakers with good clarity
that was similar to the classical ex-
ample, while the DPLII version had
more emphasis in the middle, which
provided a better sense of definition
and presence.

We next auditioned several sound-
tracks (from DVD) filled with explo-
sive sound effects. The DPLII version
excelled with accurate reproduction of
the originals in terms of transparency
and dynamics spectrally, and sur-
round envelopment and localization
spatially. It had a tight and punchy
bass that was more than sufficient
for rumbling explosive sound, while
the high end was crispy and sharp.
Spatially, it provided excellent sepa-
ration between all speakers with ex-
cellent localization of panned sound
sources in all directions.

The CS version, on the other hand,
had a ground -shaking low end for the
explosions but a slightly darker high
end compared to that of the DPLII
version. It had a much diffused
soundfield and smoother panning,
which worked quite well for ambient
sound. However, it suffered from poor
localization due to interchannel cross-
talk. For example, circling helicopters
sounded like they were coming from
all directions.

Finally, our torture test. To stress the
steering logic of the two systems, we
sequenced and recorded a series of kick
drum hits bouncing between the front
channels (L -C -R), the rear channels
(Ls -Rs), front and rear, and between the
LFE and the five main channels. The
DPLII-encoded version excelled in
this category. Interchannel crosstalk
was minimal with few spatial artifacts,
especially between the five main chan-
nels and the LFE channel. With only a
slight clipping in the center channel
and double flaming of the drum hits
(due to a default 15 -ms rear surround
delay), the DPLII system passed our
test easily.

The CS steering logic, however,
seemed to be confused by the test.
With an apparently slower reaction
time, the CS -coded version exhibited
severe crosstalk between all speakers
and abruptly switched content from
the LFE to the main channels. In this
torture test, we particularly preferred
DPLII.

Summary
DPLII and CS are competing prod-

ucts, but each offers advantages and
disadvantages to a potential buyer.
Because of the built-in A/D convert-
ers in the SRS CSE-07 encoder, it and
the CSD-07 decoder are easy to drop
into an analog signal path. More-
over, it is fast to set up and simple
to operate.

Because of its digital -only input, the
Dolby DP563 encoder is more suited
to a digital signal path. It and the
DP564 decoder, at the expense of
complexity, offer greater operational
sophistication. Finally, at least in our
listening tests, although neither sys-
tem is as transparent as discrete
digital coding, we generally preferred
DPLII over CS. Both systems provide
surround sound over any 2 -channel
service and accomplish a significant
upgrade from stereo to multichannel
sound. BE

KaiChow Lau and Nermin Osmanovic are
graduate students in the Music Engineer-
ing program at the University of Miami.
Ken Pohlmann is the program's director.
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WE'RE GOING TO COLOR
YOUR OPINION

OF VIDEO CAMERAS.

IK-TU51 offers the highest
signal-to-noise ratio

(64 dB) and 800 TVL

of resolution.

ON AIR
AIR

The IK-TU51 has an
ice cube -size camera

head and features the new
HAD CCDs for increased

ir-light sensitivity.

A six axis color matrix
allows accurate

adjustment
of hue and

saturation.

Our new IK-TU51 will really open your eyes to everything a ,3 chip CCD color camera can be. This

remote head camera delivers 800 TVL of unmatched brilliance and clarity.

The IK-TU51. Versatile. Easy -to -use. Real -.ime, picture perfect color. Made for the most

demanding, space sensitive applications, our 3 CCD technology provides the most accurate

instantaneous color imaging available.

For more information )n this and all our video imaging products, call us at

949-461-4986 or visit www.cameras.toshiba.com today.

With us superior color

is a black and white issue.

www.cameras.toshiba.com

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
Toshiba America Information Systems, Inc.
Imaging Systems Division
Imaging Video Products
9740 Irvine Blvi. / Irvine, CA 92618-1697
949-461-L986



Satellite Digital Teleproductions'

he evolving landscape of net-
work television is being driven
by harsh economic realities.

The erosion of advertising revenue, as
well as increased competition, have
brought about radical changes in our
business. Having the ability to do
more with less is now the dominant
paradigm. Mobile providers have re-
sponded by developing hybrid facili-
ties, which combine satellite transmis-
sion capability with production facili-
ties to provide increased cost effi-
ciency. The norm has been to house
these functions in separate mobile

units. Satellite Digital Teleproductions
(SDTV) worked with Corplex to de-
sign a new hybrid truck, Expand°Link,
to meet broadcasters' needs.

Space efficiency
During truck design and equipment

implementation, an important issue
was to keep the satellite uplink and
production package in an efficient

configuration for ease of transport.
The primary obstacle was how to in-
corporate the production value of a
tractor -trailer into a footprint of 40
feet. The integration team had expe-
rience with building mobile expando
facilities, and was in a good position
to handle the challenges involved in
fitting the greatest amount of equip-
ment into the least amount of space

Above:The separate audio room in SDTV's ExpandoLink hybrid mobile unit
includes an audio patchbay with 816 patch points, a 40 -channel Allen &
Heath Model ML4000, and an RTS SAP panel (conveniently located above
the audio console). The viewing window to the production room keeps the
audio on cue with video. Photos by Chip Moore, Sardis Media.
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U1144.400

The UTAH -400 High -Density Digital Routing Switcher, already the world's most

advanced switcher, now offers even more:

 Analog I/O Ports - Your digital Audio or Video router can now be fitted with analog
I/O in blocks as small as 8 ports. No more waliTies about integrating your existing
analog source and destination equipment into your new digital plant!

 A New 64x64 Frame - Now all of the UTAH -400's advanced Features are available
in a compact (4RU) frame for smaller applications.

No matter what size, all UTAH -400 systems offer the same set of world class features
at the industry's lowest prices:

 SD/HD Compatibility

 Reduced Power Consumption

 Full-time Monitoring of Input/Output Signals

 Advanced Digital Audio Routing Capabilities

Utah Scientific has a full range of solutions to the most cemanding
requirements for routing and presentation systems. Let help you find
the most cost-effective and future -proof digital signal maiagrnent system
for your facility. Visit us at www.utahscientific.com or call
(801) 575-8801 today for more information

4 7 5 0 Wiley Post Way St.it:e
Ph: 801 575 8801 Fax 801.537

15r0 Salt Lake City. UT 84116 USA
3099 .eEmail: sales@u ahsc entific com



The production room's expansive video wall is all patchable with a full
3.5M/E Sony 7350 switcher and two -channel Sony DME 3000 DVE.

possible. A main space -saving feature
in the mobile unit is the floor -to -ceil-
ing video/audio patch panel. The
stand-alone patchbay is housed in a
triangular cubicle that borders the
audio room and video engineering,
and provides easy access to both jack
fields by the truck EIC. The original
design submitted had fewer than 260
video patch points; the patch panel
now in the truck has more than 806
patch points, making it more capable
and flexible than the patchbays in
most 53 -foot trailers.
The truck uses eight Sony BVP-570

SDTV's ExpandoLink was designed
to provide production and transmis-
sion capabilities - including eight
cameras, 40 channels of audio, and
analog and digital satellite uplink -
in a 40 -foot layout.

triax cameras and a full-scale Sony 7350
36 -input, 3.5M/E, component digital
switcher, with a DMK 7000 down-
stream keyer and a two -channel DME
3000 for effects. Router con-
trol is by a Sony laptop com-
puter on a pullout drawer.
By using all Sony equip-
ment, we gained complete
compatibility from camera
to router through the
switcher onto tape ma-
chines. No special transla-
tion boxes are needed to
convert Sony protocol for
use with other systems.

A sideways video produc-
tion monitor wall, usually
only found in 48- to 53 -
foot production trailers,
gives the engineers the
feeling of being in a larger
truck. The wall utilizes 42 LCD moni-
tors and 40 black -and -white moni-
tors. Preview is handled on 19 -inch
high -resolution Sony BVM series
monitors, which offer excellent off -
access viewing and use tallies from
Carter Electronics.
A stand-alone Chyron iNFiNit!

graphics workstation offers a simple
interface for integrating computer
graphics. It has Transform II, three
extended frame buffers, version 12
software, 060 processor, TV store, 230
Bernoulli disk drive and 2Gb Jazz

250Mb Zip drives.
An Allen & Heath ML4000 console

was selected for audio because it in-
cludes all the necessary features for live
television without the complexity in-
volved with a digital audio board. The
mobile unit features a separate audio
suite - typically unheard of on a sat-
ellite truck - complete with a cart
machine, CD player, compressors, in-
tercom source assign panel and tele-
phone line patchbay.

The truck provides multiple analog
and digital uplink paths. MITEQ
upconverters, Scientific-Atlanta modu-
lators, MCL HPAs and Tiernan digital
encoders are used for transmission. All
units are fully redundant and dual -feed
operation is available.

Lightening the load
Honeycomb composite flooring and

fiberglass composite wall structures

Router control in the production room is handled
from a Sony laptop computer on a pullout
drawer. The truck's complement is all Sony
equipment, eliminating the need for special
translation boxes to convert Sony protocol for
use with other systems.

were used to save weight, rather than
eliminating metal framing (steel or
aluminum). The use of Belden 1855A
3GHz miniature precision video cable
and the incorporation of LCD moni-
tors also reduced the truck's weight.
The team's choice of materials saved
weight, heat and power in the vehicle.
The finished truck with its complete
equipment complement weighs in at
just under 54,000 pounds.

With this new product, extensive ser-
vices are provided within an efficient
package that covers any market at a
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HP75BNC Series:
,> If f? 7h Our impedance

» 50 mi goli plated center pins

» Nickel -plated, machined brass shells

AAA Series

Front Access
Audio Patchbay

Video Patchbay

AAA Series:
to assemble, saves assembly time

>> Quickest assembly time it th?, industry

» Optional die-cast handle improves durability

» Available in 3-7 pins, black End gold finishes

Front Access Audio Patchbay:
» Easy slide -out tray for fast terminations

from the FRONT of the rack

» Available in both long -frame or bantam configurations

» All jacks are nickel -plated, steel frame,

with gold-plated crossbar contacts

» Part of a complete line jf audio

patchbays. call for details

Video Patchbays:
» MVP midsize High Definition version rated at 3.0Ghz

» VPP standard High Definition versior rated at 2.4Ghz

» VPP standard Serial Digital version rated at 1 5Ghz

» Available in 1RU, 2RU's, 24, 25 or 32 jacks, terminated,

non -terminated, or non-normalled

w w w.sw i t c h c r a f t.com
5555 North Elston Avenue / Chicago, L 60630

Phone: 773-792-2700 / Fax: 773-792-2129



Technology
at work

Sony

7350 production switcher
DVS 64x64 serial component digital video router
Digital BVW D75 VTRs

DVW-500 Digital Betacam VTR
DNW A45 Beta SX studio editing deck
BVP-570 triax cameras
Betacam SP ENG camera package
ECM -77 lavalier mics
MDS-B5 Mini Disc
DMK 7000 and two -channel DME 3000

Accom Abekas still store system
Pixel Instruments VS5200 frame syncs
Leitch DPS-575 frame sync conversion
PESA Cougar 32x32 stereo analog audio router
ESE master clock/time code generator
Wohler audio monitors
Tektronix 1710B and 1750 waveform/vectorscope
Canon 18x1 lens with internal focus
Cartoni Delta two -stage tripods
Chyron iNFiNiT! CG/Transform II

fraction of the cost. The vehicle can be used in its non -

expanded mode for "breaking news" projects, or expanded
on site to provide an additional 45 square feet for added
comfort during production. Extra -rigid material was used
for the slide -out, to enable it to open even when the truck
is parked on uneven ground.

By using the ExpandoLink over a similar two -truck pack-
age, a conservative daily savings estimate can be between
15 percent and 20 percent. This can add up quickly to a
budget value of a $1000 per day. BE

Jennifer Soule is director of sales and marketing at SDTV.

Allen & Heath ML4000 40 -input audio console
Stanton S-500 professional dual CD player
DK Audio stereo phase scope and analyzer
Genelec nearfield powered bi-amp'd speakers
Sennheiser

shotgun mics
E 845 stick mics

RTS intercom and IFB system

SAVE A BUNDLE
ON DIGITAL MASTER CONTROL AND ROUTING

Even if your DTV transmitter is bought and
paid for, that's just the tip of the iceberg.
Sooner or later, you're going to need to
upgrade your entire station to digital. And
chances are, that includes a new master
control switcher and router.

Our new NV5128-MC Master Control/Router
is a fully integrated system that can save you
50% or more over the cost of separate master
control and routing switchers. Plus, if you
have a mix of digital and analog sources, its
multiformat input capability will save you the
cost of external converters.

Planning to originate more than one program
stream? The NV5128-MC may be configured
to handle up to four independent channels.
The system is automation ready, and a variety
of manual control options are available.

NyllS110A1
Masters in Digital Audio, Pioneers in HDTV

Features

4, 128 system inputs
-digital, analog,
or mixed

'4 Supports up to four
independent
channels

Provides mixing,
keying, and voice-
overs

Built-in squeeze
back and logo
store

40 Up to 96 router
buses-digital,
analog, or mixed

HD ready

t Compact 8RU frame

For more information about this and
other NVISION products, contact your
nearest NVISION sales representative, or
visit us on the web at www.nvisionl.com.
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It's not the first time we changed
the way you look at pro -video test equipment.
And some people noticed...

REFERENCE

Fro

CAPTURE

SYSTEM

1111

PRESET
MULTI

MULTI
EYF

 First to introduce and deliver Serial Digital HD test solutions
 First to implement 720P capabilities in our products
 First test equipment provider to include both analog and digital input capatilities in one package
 First to provide built in 10 bit analog decoding for picture monitoring
 First to introduce an HD Rasterizer with built in XGA display capabilities

And now Leader is the first to bring pro -video test and measurement information t3 the palm of ycur hand! No more endless trips
from the set to the camera to view the action.

Our easy to use software connects the award winning LV5700 Multi -SDI monitor to a wireless capable PDA, allowing the user to
monitor key signal functions such as waveform, vectorsc3pe, audio, status, as wel as view tie picture the camera is
producing... away from the camera

When it comes to industry innovations... Leader is first.

LEADER
FOR PROFESSIONALS WHO KNOW

THE DIFFERENCE
Leader Instriments Corporation TF 800.645.5104 sEles@teaderUSA.com
6484 Commerce Drive T 714.527.9300 www.LEaderUSA.com
Cypress, CA 30630 F 714.527.7490
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Another visit
to antenna measurements
BY DON MARKLEY

Last month, we discussed the
vector network analyzer's
functions and its on -site cali-

bration. We covered the need for cali-
brated adapters and gave a brief expla-
nation of how to use gating techniques.
Now we can discuss measurements.

The analyzer supplies the incident
(reference) signal to the device under
test, which transmits part of the inci-
dent signal and returns the rest. The
analyzer's receiver compares the trans-
mitted signal and the returned signal
to the reference signal (see Figure 1).

Preliminary precautions
Make sure that the voltages present

on the transmission line are not too
high before taking measurements.
The analyzer puts out 20dBm when
turned up all the way, and can cope
with levels somewhat higher than that
before the front end of its receiver
burns out. The analyzer will indicate
the presence of high signal levels on
the transmission line by displaying er-
ror messages, usually indicating that

the analyzer is losing its lock on the ref-
erence signal. The next indication of
excessive signal levels will be the fail-

VSWR
The first measurement you want is a

frequency -domain presentation of
VSWR. Some engineers
prefer to use return loss,
but both measurements
are based on the same data.

A display with a band-
width of 12MHz shows not
only the channel of con-
cern; it also offers a better
picture of the system's
bandwidth. In the time do-
main, that bandwidth can
give you a good idea of the
match between the trans-
mission line and the an-
tenna. A narrower band-
width will make it more dif-
ficult to determine the lo-
cation of a mismatch near
the antenna. A wider band-

width will cause a reflection that masks
the actual match to the antenna. As a
rule of thumb, the time -domain VSWR
at the antenna should be 1.04 or less.

For analog systems, the VSWR
should be near or below 1.1:1. This
measurement is significant at the three
carriers: visual, aural and color. It is
most significant at the visual carrier
because that is where the greatest
power density occurs. Even if you can't
bring the system below 1.1 at the au-
ral carrier, it is still acceptable for nor-
mal use. The same applies to a peak or
two that exceed 1.1 at frequencies
other than the visual carrier. In com-
plex systems with many elbows, it may
not be possible to get everything down
around a 1.05.

Source

Incident signal

Reflected
signal

Incident Reflected
(reference)

Device under test Transmitted signal

Eniun

Signal
separation

Receiver/detector

Tra ismitted

Figure 1. A network analyzer uses an incident
signal, along with the reflected and transmit-
ted portions of that signal to measure various
characteristics of RF transmission lines, anten-
nas and other components.

ure of the analyzer's front end. To pre-
vent this, devices are available that limit
the signal power to the analyzer. If you
have any doubt about the levels on the
line, you should use such a device.

In the market for consumer technolog
DVD players top many women's

0 P.

60%

em

301

30%

&a09 20%

mr
10%

da
0%

DVD player
(any type)

48%

HDTV Digital Color TV Component
camcorder (27`+/non CD recorder

projection)

Products women are most interested in buying

Digital
camera

SOURCE: Consumer Electronics Association www.ce.org

Return loss
For DTV, a good target for tuning

is a return loss of 30dB. This is often
not possible, especially at the higher
UHF channels. Some say it is more
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VIDEO NETWORKING

Irtroducing !VW". The fast I3ne to smart video networking

Technology leader Scopus puts the intelligence exactly where it

delivers the most benefits - the Intelligent Video Network (IVN)TN.

Based on distributed architecture, IVNTM provides video networking

and routing, coupled with digital

to digital processing. Now content

management and restoration are easier, more cost-

effective and simply smarter. Supporting "Triple Play"

for all broadcasting media, Scopus's 'VW' opens the door

to tomorrow's emerging services and standards. Any way

you look at when you put intelligence in the right places,

you optimize your bandwidth resources and capabilities.

IVNTM. The smart way to video networking.

 Supports"Triple Play"

 Scalable head -ends in a box

 Digital2Digital Processing

 Network CAN video services

 Reduced iTV service costs

SCO
Network Technologies

Broadening Your Scope
,Nww.scopus.net  E-mail: info@scopus.net
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important to look at the average re-
turn loss or VSWR over the channel
than any single part of the channel, but
it's too soon to know the impact of an-
tenna VSWR on the digital signal.

Finding the mismatch
When determining if there is a mis-

match in the antenna or if the problem

is in the elbow complex right at the an-
tenna, you must measure the system's
response at the end of the transmission
line right at the antenna. Some network
analyzers allow you to gate the transmis-
sion -line response out of the system and
all can calibrate the system at the antenna.

The resulting measurements are the re-
sponse of the antenna only. The hardest

AUTOMATION BASSO Oh
SCIENCE F ACT

NOT SCIENCE FICTIO11
Sundance Digital software helps you expand
and control your empire.

Titan and FastBreak Automation can both
give you complete control of multiple stations
from one central location, even if those stations

are located in markets far, far away!

New Seeker and NewsLink asset management
and newsroom integration products make Now

fantasies of a digital station a reality!

SUNDANC,DICIIT AL

Sundance Digital offers a variety of
automation products designed to
streamline your station's workflow,
while being efficient and easy to use.

Our products cover all areas of
station automation:

 Master Control
 Satellite Recording
 Digital Asset Management
 Large-scale, Multi -channel Operation
 Digital Newsroom Integration

Spot Insertion
Archive Management

Sundance Digital, Inc.
972-444-8442 sales@sundig.com

www.SundanceDigital.com

problems to pin down are those that oc-
cur at the base of the antenna because of
so much hardware at that location.

When tuning matching sections, re-
member that the analyzer is not a
swept device giving an instantaneous
response. You must wait until the
equipment completes a set of mea-
surements and updates the display.

Coax and waveguide
measurements

For waveguide measurements, the
band of frequencies cannot exceed the
cable's cutoff frequency. Don't try to
look at a waveguide from 50- to
200MHz. Use reasonable bandwidth,
such as 50- to 75MHz, where
discontinuities will show up in the
time domain. A narrower bandwidth,
such as 12MHz, is better for tuning
matching sections.

Wideband measurements
A final set of measurements with a

bandwidth of 350MHz will show even
the smallest of discontinuities. Be
careful not to exceed the cutoff fre-
quency of the cable. With such a large
bandwidth, the display will show
down to the individual insulators on
the center conductor of the line. You
can spot as small a problem as a single
bent -over insulator. Obviously, such a
problem might not cause difficulties
over the years, but, you won't know if
it's a bent pin or a dead mouse until
you open the line up and pull it apart.
Be sure to save your test results as elec-
tronic files, so you can make reference
copies whenever needed. BE

Don Markley is president of D.L. Markley
and Associates, Peoria, IL.

f
SEND

Send questions and comments to:

don_markley@primediabusiness.com

IN ADDITION
For addition& information or an
expanded version of this article
visit our website at
www.broadcastengineering.com
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amazing
cash flow
machine.

New Energy Saving
Collector IOT slashes
utility bills up to 70%

Highest depressed
collector analog
power available

Simple conversion from
analog to digital

1

Trim maintenance costs;
free highly -skilled engineers
from babysitting the
transmitter

Improved cash flow
means a higher station
valuation and large,
end of year bonus

Reduce taxes - new
temporary regulations let

'ou accelerate depreciation
- deducting over 40%

the first year

The Ai Quantum QDC Depressed Collector Transmitter. High Power in Analog or Digital.

These days every dollar counts. Don't throw another dollar out the window on transmitter utilities.

Using water cooled depressed collector IOT technology, the new QDC series is the most efficient analog
transmitter available. Transmitter utility bills could be reduced by 70% - moving as much as $25,000 per
month directly to your bottom line. That's an immediate cash flow boost TODAY. And, because the QDC
easily converts to digital, you'll enjoy this same efficiency advantage well into the future.

How much can you save? Every statioi is different, but many could enjoy an investment payback in as little as
three years. Contact us today for a free analysis at 1-800-523-2596 or email mark.poloyick@acrodyne.com.

Aerodyne Industries, Iii 10706 Beaver Dam Road Cockeysville, MD 21030

p.410-568-2105 f. 410-568-1545 www.acrodyne.com Satisfaction. Engineered. 49
0 2003 Aerodyne Industries. Inc.



format
converters

Which one is right for you?
Format converters have been

with us since the 1950s,
when the NTSC, PAL and

SECAM video formats emerged and
pervaded the industrialized world.
With the recent advent of DTV, the
number of video formats has in -

structure. Second, objects can move at
the field rate. Figure 1 is a representa-
tion of the interlaced raster showing an
object moving at the field rate.

Segmented frame (sF) material also
has an interlaced raster, but objects can
only move at frame rate. sF also is

known as progressive seg-
mented frame (pSF) and
2:2 film material in 50Hz
areas. The film industry
has used the sF concept for
many years - where the
film is played at 25fps, but
is interlace scanned at 50
fields per second by a
telecine device. Figure 2 is
a representation of the seg-

mented -frame raster showing an ob-
ject moving at the frame rate.

Progressive (P) material is con-
tained in a true progressive raster.
Examples include 720p/59.94 and
1080p/24. Figure 3 on page 53 is a
representation of the progressive ras-
ter showing an object moving at the
frame rate.

Another common for-
mat is 2:3 motion pro-
file, but it is considered
to be a derivative of the
sF format because it is
frame -based material
with bonus repeat fields
thrown in.

Field 1

Field 2   

Moving
object  Frame 1

Figure 1. In this representation of the interlace
raster, an object comprising two adjacent lines
in a field moves vertically from a position in
Field #1 (shown in yellow) to a different posi-
tion in Field #2 (shown in red).

creased greatly, and so has the need
for format converters. These
devices perform many functions:
upconversion (from SD to HD),
downconversion (from HD to SD) or
crossconversion (SD to SD or HD to
HD). There are several processes com-
mon to all format conversions: de -in-
terlacing (for interlaced inputs), rate
conversion, image re -scaling, color -

space conversion and metadata han-
dling. But different conversions em-
phasize different processes. Let's look
at the different types of program ma-
terial that a converter might see.

Scan modes
Program material can be categorized

according to the scan mode it employs.
There are three main types of scan
modes: interlaced, segmented frame
and progressive.

Two things identify interlaced (I) ma-
terial. First, the raster has an interlaced

A keen sense of
algorithm

To convert incoming
video signals properly,
the converter must apply
the optimum conversion

BY STEVE DABNER

algorithms. Therefore, it must properly
identify the incoming material. Format
converters usually make strenuous ef-
forts to properly pair up sF or 2:3 input
fields into frames before applying the
format -conversion filters. There are sev-
eral reasons for this. First, customers
normally want to maintain the integrity
of the input frame rate as close as pos-
sible to their original. Second, treating
the input as a progressive image allows
the converter to use different types of
vertical filters. These filters help main-
tain resolution while reducing judder
and aliasing at the output. Finally, since
progressive images don't have moving
objects between frames, they don't have
motion artifacts.

To properly identify the incoming
signals, the converter must analyze the
motion profile of objects within the
program. For example, a 1080i signal
at 59.94Hz might be 1080/59.94
interlaced, 1080/29.97 sF or 1080/
23.98 with a 2:3 motion profile. Typi-
cally, the converter analyzes the signal

Moving
!object

Field 1

Field 2      
Field 3

Field 4      
Frame 1

Frame 2

Figure 2 This diagram represents the rasters
of two consecutive segmented frames.The mov-
ing object comprises three lines within a frame
- two from one field and one from the next
field in the frame. The object moves vertically
from a position in Frame 1 to a different posi-
tion in Frame 2.
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by looking at differences between in-
coming fields and frames, and trying
to identify movement. The converter
can use any available motion vectors
in this process.

Once the converter has analyzed
the incoming signal and identified
its motion profile, it selects the re-
quired conversion algorithm. This
selection also depends on the de-
sired output format. For example,
if the user calls for an sF format out-
put, the converter must strictly en-
sure that all paired fields for its out-
put constitute a single frame and no
objects move within the frame.

Several Snell Re Wilcox Ukon universal conversion plat-
forms and numerous I0 moc ular systems are used in the
eguipmerr room Studio 6A at NBC Studios in New York
(left). The Ukans downconv art Jp to 45 incoming video
signals, while the IQ encicsures contain digital audio
delay modules for audio/video synchronization.
Ukon universal convers on platforms (right) are also used
in NBC Studios' ne-.wo-k 7ransmission area for
upconverting the network f )ed to prepare HD signals for
transmission to affiliates.

process itself, you can choose a linear,
motion -adaptive or motion -compen-
sated converter, depending on your re-
quirements and your budget. Linear

Moving
object

Frame 1

Frame 2

Frame 3

Coping with motion
If the input signal is interlaced, you

must use a converter with special de -
interlacing filters, regardless of the de-
sired output format. For the conversion

Figure 3.This diagram represents the
rasters of three consecutive progres-
sive frames overlaid on top of one
another. The moving object (compris-
ing two adjacent lines) moves verti-
cally from one frame to the next.

converters are the least sophisticated and
the least expensive. Motion -adaptive
converters are more sophisticated and
more expensive. Motion -compensation

converters are the most sophisticated
and the most expensive. If the conver-
sion requires little temporal interpo-
lation, linear conversion can provide
acceptable results. Conversions involv-
ing a significant amount of temporal
conversion (for example, 50- to 60Hz)
are best performed with a fully mo-
tion -compensated converter. Note
that the design of the converter's ver-
tical temporal filter can be complex,
and it is critical to picture quality.
Many converters have a single field fil-
ter especially for downconversion. For
manufacturers, this is relatively simple
to implement. The downside is that,
to avoid aliasing, it limits the available
vertical resolution. A small modifica-
tion to the temporal processing allows
the converter to perform video-to-sF
conversion without difficulty.

As mentioned above, a single frame
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filter is sufficient for sF material if the
converter can correctly identify the
incoming motion profile. These con-
verters are simpler to design than in-
terlace filters, yet they give
better results on frame -
based material. But there
are two main sources of
difficulty for these convert-
ers. First, identifying the
motion profile can be
tricky if, for example, there
is little motion in the scene
or there is noise or a com-
pression signature that
masks the underlying mo-
tion. Incorrectly paired
frames will produce out-
puts with conversion arti-
facts. Typically these take
the form of a vertical high -
frequency banding sometimes
known as "Venetian blinds." (See Fig-
ure 4.) Second, some conversions are

inherently difficult. For example,
converting between 24sF and 25sF
(in either direction) can give unsat-
isfactory results. If the material is

The alternative is to treat the material
as interlace and temporally interpolate
it. The low -beat frequency between the
input and output makes linear conver-

sion difficult. A better solution
in terms of video quality is to
play the source material back
at 25Hz and live with the pro-
gram -duration change. How-
ever, the audio may require
pitch shifting for off -speed
playback.
The format converter also

will need to handle 2:3 motion
and either be able to remove
the repeat fields (for 60Hz-to-
2411z conversions) or to insert
repeats (for 24- to 60Hz). So-
phisticated converters also can
repair material with broken
2:3 sequence. This can be im-

portant if the program is to be com-
pressed downstream because the en-
coder can exploit the redundancy. This

Figure 4. A converter with a single frame filter can
have difficulty pairing frames, resulting in conver-
sion artifacts that typically take the form of a high -

vertical frequency banding sometimes known as "Ve-
netian blinds" This effect can be seen here on hori-
zontally scrolling SMPTE bars.

treated as sF, then it's necessary to do
a frame repeat once per second,
which is disturbing for the viewer.

Kino Flo'' unveils a dazzling luminaire guaranteed to
raise your 10 'illumination quotient). The ParaBeam'
400 look is hip. The light is cool. A smart choice for stu-

dios, the ParaBeam
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ners of a set. All ParaBeams
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DMX dimming, gel frame, egg
crate louver and diffuser.

10848 Cantara Street Sun Valley CA 91352
818 767 6528 voice 818 767 7517 fax
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does require the motion -profile ana-
lyzer to be able to react instantaneously
to sequence changes because any inter-
nal sequence flywheel will cause fields
to be incorrectly paired until it is reset.

Up, down and sideways
Conversions between 50Hz and

60Hz dominate SD crossconversions.
These conversions require a great deal
of temporal interpolation, and a fully
motion -compensated format con-
verter produces the best results. Some
engineers argue that aspect -ratio con-
version is actually a format conversion
because it involves changing the num-
ber of active lines or pixels. Since this
process doesn't require a change of
frame rate, a linear converter usually
gives perfectly acceptable results.

During upconversion, it is important
that the converter maintain as much
resolution as possible. It should also

HD -to -HD crossconversion can take
many different forms. For example,
converting 1080i at 59.94Hz to 720p at
59.94Hz does not require any tempo-
ral interpolation, whereas converting
1080i at 59.94Hz to 1080i at 50Hz re-
quires substantial temporal interpola-
tion. Thus, the most appropriate con-
version method will vary with the con-
version and, as described above, with
the type of video being processed.

Audio and metadata
Of course, video is only one element

of a complete program. There also is
associated audio and metadata, such
as time code and closed captioning.
Considering audio first, the DTV con-
verter must be able to extract embed-
ded audio from an incoming signal, or
to accept a separate audio feed (e.g.,
AES/EBU digital audio) and synchro-
nize it to the video output. The audio

Conversions between 50Hz and 60Hz dominate

SD crossconversions.

provide the user with controls to en-
hance the picture to make the signals
appear subjectively as sharp as possible.
The user should also be able to reduce
any defects in the incoming signal
(such as noise) because upconversion
tends to make noise more visible.

During downconversion, it is impor-
tant that the converter reduce the
resolution to prevent aliasing, but do
so in a way that minimizes the arti-
facts caused by filtering. Filtering in
the downconverter can be more
closely controlled than filtering in an
SD -originating chain (the camera
lens, CCD processing, etc). This means
that it is possible to produce sharper
images by using downconversion than
by using SD -originated material while
suppressing alias signals. So, to blend
SD -originated and downconverted
material seamlessly, the converter
should offer enhancement controls to
soften the downconverted image.

Since there are many HD standards,

usually will be automatically delayed to
match the processing delay of the for-
mat converter and then re -embedded
in the output video signal and sent to
separate audio outputs. It is convenient
if the converter has audio delay con-
trols to allow the user to compensate
for any other disparities in the audio/
video paths. Usually, the synchroniza-
tion requires audio -rate conversion,
but if the incoming audio is com-
pressed (e.g., Dolby E), then it cannot
be rate -converted because this will cor-
rupt the compressed data. Therefore,
the converter must allow the user to
turn off the audio rate conversion. If
the input and output audio clocks are
locked together, the user still can pass
the audio through the format converter.
This is easily arranged, if you lock the
audio source and the format converter
to a common reference.

Time code is metadata that must pass
through the format converter. The way
the converter handles time code varies

with the type of format conversion. If
the input and output frame rates are the
same, then the converter can delay the
incoming time code to match its delay
and re-insert it at the output. But, if the
input and output frame rates differ, the
converter must employ more complex
methods involving internal time -code
generation and synchronization.

Some converters link the video and
time -code processing to provide a
powerful tool. For example, if a for-
mat conversion involves outputting a
continuous 2:3 sequence, the con-
verter can lock the 2:3 sequence at the
output to the input time code. Thus,
any input frame can be assigned to be,
say, the A -frame output. The same in-
put time code can be linked to a reset
of the output time code. Some con-
verters can arrange for the first frame
of program to emerge as an A -frame
with on -the -hour time code preceded
by a minute of continuous time code
and 2:3 sequence.

Flexibility for the future
At a time when digital and HD tele-

vision are growing in popularity and
DVD is leaving VHS in the dust, the
importance of the DTV format con-
verter is more evident than ever. Also,
broadcasters and production houses
are finding that converters that per-
form only one type of upconversion,
downconversion or crossconversion
are not necessarily the answer any-
more. Manufacturers are addressing
this by introducing a more flexible for-
mat converter to perform a combina-
tion of conversions. For many users,
the ideal format converter is a univer-
sal unit that can convert SD or HD, in
any combination. Universal convert-
ers with further capabilities for aspect -
ratio conversion, comprehensive au-
dio processing and time -code conver-
sion are finding their way into the
market. Armed with such devices, the
broadcast industry is well equipped to
face the challenges of digital television
headed in its direction. BE

Steve Dabner is a design engineer at Snell
& Wilcox.
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s broadcast facilities grow
in size from an individual

uilding to geographically
separate locations, broadcasters must
be able to monitor the whole system
from a central location. An easy -to -use
facility monitoring system can help
broadcasters understand and operate
increasingly complex infrastructures.

Equipment using Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP) can
enable broadcasters to monitor a large,
decentralized broadcast infrastructure
through an easy -to -use, integrated cen-
tral system. Many equipment manufac-
turers are incorporating SNMP capa-
bilities into their products, and offer
data sheets and manuals describing
these capabilities. Many also offer fa-
cility -monitoring control applications
that run on a variety of computer plat-
forms and operating systems.

What is SNMP?
Simple Network Management Proto-

col consists of a set of agents, a man-
agement -informa-
tion base (MIB)
and a network -
management sta-
tion. An agent is a
program that re-
sides in a device
and monitors its
operation. An
MIB stores this in-
formation in its
data record. A cen-
tral network -man-
agement station
monitors and dis-
plays the status of

the network devices. A command, con-
trol and monitoring (CCM) network
facilitates communication among these
three components. The SNMP moni-
toring application, using the CCM net-
work, periodically polls devices for
their status condition. If a device de-
velops an error, the resident agent sends
an alarm message to the monitoring ap-
plication. (For more information re-
garding SNMP, refer to IETF RFC 1155,
RFC 1157 and RFC 1213.)

SNMP was born in the IT world. But
equipment -monitoring and topology -
mapping techniques designed for
telco and computer network environ-
ments do not easily fit the broadcast

system can use physical and logical
drawings to create a conceptual model.
The resulting model can help you docu-
ment and manage elements such as sig-
nal flow through equipment, wire -run
lists, database models and many others.

The monitoring system can generate
on -screen facility -infrastructure dia-
grams by importing CAD drawings,
media -network topology maps and ar-
chitectural drawings. It should docu-
ment equipment locations in the facil-
ity, generate essence flow -tracing dia-
grams and identify control -room
sources and destinations. Figure 1 on
page 60 shows a simplified block dia-
gram of how a graphics workstation

Currently, there is no system available that offers

a complete ietwork-monitoring solution
for broadcasters.

infrastructure. Currently, there is no
system available that offers a complete
network -monitoring solution for
broadcasters. Therefore, it is ap :o
broadcasters to manage the design and
implementation of such a system.

Design and implementation
An SNMP monitoring system com-

prises four main functional are -as: fa-
cility modeling, dynamic signal-paih
monitoring, fault detection and correc-
tive action. To develop a plan for mon--
toning the entire facility through SNMP
from a central location, begin by inves-
tigating requirements in these areas.

Facility modeling. Understanding the
complexities of a broadcast infrastruc-
ture can be difficult. The monitoring

can interconnect with the facility's de-
vices and resources to serve facility
modeling. Remember that each manu-
facturer has developed an implemen-
tation particularly for its own equip-
ment. To male all the features of each
vendor -specific application available in
a single monitoring system, you have
to develop a single, user-friendly, infra-
structure- and device -specific GUI.

Dynamic sigral-path monitoring. The
system must dynamically monitor the
sources and destinations of all broad-
cast equipment so it can trace the sig-
nal path through any resource in the
entire broadcast infrastructure. Essence
is often converted from its native for-
mat into a file, so the monitoring sys-
tem must trace the essence in various

formats through both the
traditional broadcast infra-
structure and the media net-
work Also, it must update the
media -network topology as
routing tables change. The
system can perform these
tasks through MIB updates
and subsequent SNMP agent
reports. The monitoring ap-
plication must then incorpo-
rate this information into its
database. By generating a
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block diagram of facil-
ity resources, the sys-
tem can facilitate auto -
tracing of the flow of
a signal to a trouble
spot. Figure 2 shows
an example of signal
tracing in the moni-
toring system.

Fault detection. Many
manufacturers are re-
placing RS -422 ports
with RJ-45 connectors
in their products.
Through a LAN net-
work, RJ-45 connec-
tors allow software ap-
plications to monitor
and control the equip-
ment, and allow SNMP
agents to monitor de-
vices. If an error con -

I_0 -n

0 Router 1
(RT1)

 A
0_0-n

Essence distribution

Media LAN

- C, C & M (SNMP)

I_0 -n 0_0-n
0 Router 2 0

(RT2)

Ingest 1
(ING1)

SNMP
application
workstation

Playout 1
(PL01)

SNMP
application

server

V

SNMP
application
workstation

0

Figure 1. In an SNMP-based monitoring system, a
graphics workstation can interconnect with a
facility's devices and resources to serve facility
modeling.

dition occurs, an agent can inform the
network -management station and, if
necessary, trigger one or more alarms.

If the monitoring system can access
"rundown" information, it will be able
to check for all necessary program ele-
ments (video, audio, CC, data, etc.) as
they exit a program control room. Simi-
larly, access to the automation "playlist"
will allow the monitoring
system at the master con-
trol room to verify com-
pliance with traffic com-
mitments, regulatory re-
quirements and technical
specifications. It can en-
sure that what gets to
transmission is what you
intend to air.

Of course, to get pro-
grams to air, you must
ensure that routers, serv-
ers, automation and
other equipment remain
operational. You can do
this by designing the sys-
tem to periodically moni-
tor applications to see if
they are up and running
and communicating
properly with the equip-
ment. Such applications
must verify transfers of

1_0-n

program files to the primary and
backup playout servers and report the
status of the transfers to the central
monitoring station. This will confirm
that the system redundantly stores pro-
gram material. The system must also
monitor individual computer configu-
rations for compliance so that no one
can install software on a machine

I 0-n

Router 1
(RT1)

Router connection
0_0-n

0

1

Router 1
(RT1)

1_0-r

0

Signal path
0_0-n _

Editor
(EDt)

Trace of signal

Playout 1
(PL01)

0 0-n

Figure 2. In this example of signal tracing, the
router connection can be described as S1 =
RT1(I 0, 0_1) and the signal path as S1 = RT1(I 0,
0_1) -> ED1(I 1, 0_1) -> RT2(I_1, 0_0).The trace of
this signal is S1 = ING1(I 0) -> media network ->
PL01(0_0). The route of the file through the MN
by IP addresses is S1 = ING1(l_0) -> 10.0.0.12 ->
10.123.0.1 -> 192.0.12.1 -> 168.23.0.1 -> PLO(0_0).
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without authorization.
SNMP can facilitate
these monitoring re-
quirements.

Corrective action. In
broadcasting, on -air
support responsibilities
are distributed across a
number of departments
and numerous staff
members. Broadcasters
must manage the level
of privileges that each
staff member has to
monitor, and control
each resource according
to the staff member's
job function and de-
partment responsibili-
ties. Broadcasters must
be able to do whatever
is necessary to keep the
facility on air in an

n

Router 1
(RT1)

Ingest'
(ING1)

Media

Essence distribution

* Media LAN

0 Router 2
(RT2)

PlayoutPlayout 1
(PUN)

Figure 3a. In this graphical representation of sig-
nal flow, the heavy blue line illustrates the route
the SIX essence has taken through the infrastruc-
ture. Note that the arrow now points out of the
MN cloud to the GWS, representing a file transfer
to the GWS. The trace of an SDI essence is de-
scribed here as it is ingested through Router 1,
transferred as a file over the media network to
the graphics workstation, and transferred as SDI
essence to Router 2 as S1 = RT1(I_1,0 6) ->
ING1(I 0) 10.0.0.23 -> GVVS1(Q1) RT2(1_1,1_0).

emergency - without the interfer-
ence of login -restricted access.

Intelligent signal -path tracing allows
the monitoring application to priori-
tize alarms. This prevents operators
from being overwhelmed by cascaded
phantom alarms and allows them to
find the origin of a problem condi-
tion. Pop-up dialog boxes can advise
operators of the proper procedure to
resolve a problem, warn them about
the consequences of various actions,
and let them know whom they should
notify. Intelligent signal -path tracing
also supports automated activation of
e -mails, beepers and trouble -ticket ini-
tiation. Knowledge -based diagnostic
capabilities can facilitate an "auto
failover" selection of an alternate
guard -signal route and keep the sta-
tion on the air. Intelligent learning ca-
pabilities that develop a knowledge
base of past problems and solutions
can allow a monitoring system to sug-
gest corrective actions based on pre-
viously successful actions.

The SNMP-driven monitoring appli-
cation can "virtually" guide on -duty
personnel to the point of failure on the
display at the central monitoring sta-
tion. The operator can then select the
indicated device and quickly determine

Its status, reroute the signal, switch to
backup equipment or make adjust-
ments. If necessary, the application
can direct the operator to the appro-
priate physical location to correct the
problem through a visual map derived
from the facility model showing the
shortest route.

An engineer also can diagnose and
isolate a problem by querying for sig-
nal traces of essence transfers or by
probing system equipment and verify-
ing its operating condition. Figure 3a
is an example of a query by signal. Fig-
ure 3b on page 64 shows the resultant
trace of multiple essences to a single
"program" (i.e., a query by program).

Challenges
The infrastructure for each facility

will vary greatly. A small operation
with one or two racks in a single room
may only need a block diagram show-
ing device interconnection and signal
flow. A simple audio buzzer or indi-
cator -lamp alert system with minimal
GUI -accessible features would suffice.
By contrast, a large facility with numer-
ous racks and equipment rooms, pro-
gram -control rooms, master -control
rooms, and studios needs to have a cen-
tral monitoring station and instant fault
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Facility monitoring
using.SNMP

analysis, notification, isolation,
location and resolution. Oth-
erwise, ascertaining the status
of any resource and maintain-
ing the infrastructure would
be difficult. This could jeop-
ardize the facility's ability to
get its programs to air.

Managing change. Facilities
are often upgraded, so there
should be a relatively painless
way to update the monitoring
system's database without
bringing the system down.
There are no built-in mainte-
nance windows in a 24 -hour
operation. MIB updating and
SNMP reporting to the cen-
tral management station can
help automate this task.

Managing the project. The amount of
information communicated by each de-
vice is relatively small, but the total
amount of SNMP traffic on a LAN can

0 Ramer 1

Ingest 1

A

 Essence distribution

Meda LAN

0

6

Plreduclten
&edam 1

IPSI)

Plasnot 1
IPLOI)

Figure 3b. In this query by program, the trace of the
two SDI essence signals are described through the in-
frastructure, mixed to a single SDI signal for air in pro-
duction switcher 1 as Air Signal = 51 + S2, S1 =
RT1(I_1,0_1) -> GWS1(I_1, 0_1) -> PS1(I_1, 1_0), and S2
= RT1 (1_8,0_6) -> ING1(I 0) -> 10.0.0.23 -> PL01(0 0) ->
PS1(I_6, 1_0).

affect overall media -network perfor-
mance. Make sure space is made for
SNMP- dedicated network switches in
equipment racks and for additional CCM

LAN cabling in cable trays.
Failsafe backup. It is impor-

tant to design LAN equip-
ment -control capabilities in
such a way that, if LAN con-
nectivity is lost, programs
will still get to air. Operators
must be able to access equip-
ment front panels to manu-
ally select routing functions
and adjust signal levels; they
can't be locked out by an
SNMP network failure. Also,
it is important to provide
backup routing of all neces-
sary essence (program ele-
ments) to circumvent the
media network and stay on
the air in case the media net-
work experiences a cata-

strophic failure.
BE

Philip J. Cianci is a broadcast media
technology engineer at ESPN.

If you think this is flexible....

Think Again!
For the ultimate flexibility you need the Pro -Bel Sirius, an outstanding,
format -independent router range offering unprecedented flexibility and
total system redundancy.

Configurable in any combination of 8 channel input or output blocks to
256 x 256. 4U, 7U and 16U frame sizes.

On -board A -to -D and D -to -A conversion for both video and audio signals.

Independent monitoring of both input and output signals.

M.111 Control Signal Maosem

Think it's expensive?
Think Again!

UK +44 0) 1180 866 123 USA +1 631 845 2000 France +33 0) 1 45 18 39 80 Asia +852 2850 8383
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Eliminating obstacles for today's broadcaster

Introducing the Pioneer

When we asked broadcasters what they want in a transmitter, one

theme continually resuraced - broadband. A broadband transmitter

allows group owners t. minimize ;pare parts stock and adds

simplicity for statiois planning to move DTV channels to current

analog frequencies or community broadcas:ers relocating to core

channels. Introducing the Pioneer and Pioneer DT, meeting the

needs of today's broaocaster like ro other solution on the market.

The modular LDMOS aiplifiers cover the entire U -1F band with no

retuning, allowing simp.e channel :hanges and min mizing spare parts

stock. And all Pioneer aid Pioneer DT transmitters can be upgraded to

high power with nearly 100% reu5e. For over 20 years, the best -

engineered transm tters have come from Aera - The RF Experts.

Axcessing the new era of logital commulicattons

www.axcera.com \ T: 724.873.8100 \ F: 72..873,8105 \ info@axcera.com
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Exavio's
ExaVault and ExaMax
BY JI ZHANG, PHD

The ability to stream broad-
cast -quality audio/video
files within a collaborative

LAN or WAN setting while guaran-
teeing QoS is in its infancy. Tens of
gigabits per second must be available
through the network for multiple us-
ers to share uncompressed digital
content over the network in real time.

The strategy chosen to seamlessly
integrate storage with the production
environment largely determines the
total cost of ownership. It is impor-
tant to look at the problem not just
from the viewpoint of hardware sys-
tem complexity, but also based
on how the system improves
workflow efficiency.

On -demand streaming
A major goal of a multi -seat

HD production environment
is that all users would have real-
time access to the content. Stor-
age capacity and processing
power have increased by 100s
or even 1000s of times, but disk
drive performance has only
increased a modest fourfold,

a few hundred megabits per second of
streaming performance, a solid-state
system at roughly the same, or even
less, cost could stream tens of gigabits
per second. Expensive SCSI and Fibre
Channel disks and SANs can be elimi-
nated, and streaming content can be
sourced directly from lower -cost
ATA/IDE disk -based archive systems
over LAN or WAN connections.

Exavio's solution allows operators to
scale the storage capacity indepen-
dently of the throughput. The solution
consists of two separate subcompo-
nents. The high -density and low-cost

enterprise and broadband service
provider networks over an IP-based
infrastructure.

The media switch directly interfaces
with multiple end -user workstations
to provide file- or block -level access
to the media content providing high -
quality and reliable transfers of data
to the end user from local or remote
storage systems. This lets the user re-
duce the requirement on the under-
lying data transport network, along
with the data loss, data jitter and out-

of -order packets that plague today's
low-cost networks (see Figure 1).

Combining this technology
with Gigabit Ethernet and Fibre
Channel -based storage solu-
tions, makes it possible to pro-
vide high -throughput connec-
tions between multiple net-
worked workstations and
shared storage over today's LAN
or WAN, without the need for
dedicated SAN infrastructure&
Operators would be able to re-
trieve multiple uncompressed
HD files over the network, while
performing special effects and

nonlinear editing, all in real time. Pro-
cessed content could then be transferred
back to shared storage for other mem-
bers of the team. Eliminating time-con-
suming data transfers between digital
tapes and storage, as well as enabling op-
erators to work in real-time, will greatly
improve efficiency and lower produc-
tion costs. It's conceivable that such tech-
nologies will assist in lowering the cost
of deployment for broadcast servers. DE

3 '-party low cost
flow performance) storage

High -density
media storage

Low-cost
transport
network

High -density
media storage

Media
switch

Wyk
stations

Wyk
stat ons

Werk
stat ons

Workgroup real-time
access to shared
digital content at high
throughpu: and high
quality of service

Figure 1. Exavio's ExaVault works with the ExaMax
media switch to aggregate storage capacity and
bandwidth while guaranteeing QoS in a multi -seat
production enviroment.

due to mechanical limitations that
hamperseek, read and write times.
This can be a serious problem when
multiple copies of an asset are re-
quested - reducing I/O throughput
by as much as 90 percent.

Attacking the problem
The most straightforward approach

to this problem is to de -couple the
I/O performance of the server from
the performance of the disk drives.
Utilizing existing solid-state memory,
processing and software technologies,
streaming servers can be developed
that no longer depend on attached
online disk storage. Whereas today's
streaming servers struggle to provide

media storage system, ExaVault, pro-
vides access to digital content through
file- or block -level access via Ethernet
or Fibre Channel interfaces. Using cur-
rent drive capacities, one of these sub-
systems can scale from 3TB up to
120TB. The second piece, the ExaMax
media switch, is a media pumping en-
gine with solid-state memory and pow-
erful media processing capability that
incorporates intelligent caching, guar-
anteed broadcast-QoS delivery, and
support for scalable and variable bit
rate streaming without the need for
provisioning. The switch, which can ag-
gregate storage capacity and bandwidth
in combination with the storage sub-
system, will seamlessly interconnect

Ji Zhang, PhD, is president and CEO of
Exavio.

Read more technology reports in the

Special Technology Focus section

of our Web site, www.broadcastengineering.com.
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Take advantage of our:
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Come one, come all, come now!
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Harris' NetVX
helps WSU go digital

BY TOM HANDY

Thepublic television stations
for Washington State Uni-
versity (WSU), KWSU-TV

and KTNW-TV, reach far beyond the
campus' walls. The stations can be
seen in eastern Washington and
northern Idaho.

Searching for a solution
WSU was looking for a solution that

could support its existing DS -3 mi-
crowave transport. It needed a prod-
uct that could transport an NTSC and
two ATSC program streams to its
transmitter sites at Kamiak Butte and
Jump Off Joe Butte, while providing
IP connectivity for monitoring and
control of the transmitters. The Har-
ris NetVX one -box transport solution
was chosen because it was the only
product WSU could find that had a
central -management tool and could
do what they needed it to do. A single

NetVX supports WSU's existing DS -3
microwave transport and helps carry
one NTSC and two ATSC program
streams to each of the university's
transmitter sites.

NetVX system can provide a link to
any type of packet -based network -
ATM, IP or microwave.

The installation of this system was
the first step toward digital broad-
casting for KWSU and KTNW. The
university decided to go digital at the
same time it moved master control
for both stations to a joint facility in
Spokane, WA.

Options and flexibility
Using the system as a part of the

digital transition provides the univer-

from the studio to the transmitter to
the home, and picture quality is greatly
improved. Sending the program
stream over a digital microwave sys-
tem will not only allow the university
to feed the digital transmitters; it also
will provide a digital -quality signal to
the university's analog transmitters.
The device allows the university to use
its digital microwave for both, and
gives it the flexibility to make changes
in services in the future.

With the help of the Harris team,
the installation went well. The team

Implementing NetVX into the broadcast
chain turned out to be one of the simpler

parts of the project.

sity with several unique options for
digital broadcasting, including the
option of creating a network with
other stations. For example, the uni-
versity is investigating the option to
link its NetVX with KCTS-TV and its
sister station KYVE-TV, another
Washington Public Television station
group, to create a statewide link.

The unit's modular architecture of-
fers the university flexibility for its fu-
ture needs. The device can transport
analog or digital video, audio and/or
data over any combination of unidi-
rectional satellite, COFDM, bi-direc-
tional ATM, IP, DS -3, E-3 or T1 net-
works simultaneously. A 5RU chassis
can hold up to 17 separate software
modules, eliminating up to 14
hardwired components.

A quality signal
The university believes its viewers

will appreciate the significant im-
provement in signal quality achieved
with the product. The signal is solid

was responsible for initial installa-
tion and configuration, and was in
close contact with the university's
engineering team throughout the
entire process.

Sophisticated, yet simple
The university's transition to digital

has been a relatively large undertak-
ing, because it also involves moving
the operations to a city 75 miles away.
Such a project has a multitude of de-
tails. Implementing NetVX into the
broadcast chain turned out to be one
of the simpler parts of the project -
disproving the notion that new
technology has to be complicated
to work. BE

Tom Handy is engineering project manager
at Washington State University's KWSU-TV.

Read more technology reports in the

Special Technology Focus section

of our Web site, www.broadcastengineering.com.
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Tel: +1 (1)212 315 1111
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When a world audience is watching a unique event, there's no chance for a 'take two'.

For almost 30 years, the world's largest broadcast organisations have trusted SSL consoles

to cover events of this importance and scale.

SSL's latest digital broadcast console, the C100, is designed to comfortably meet the
needs of surround production and interactive programming. Security and
performance are built in, with a host of redundancy and fail-safe features
such as Self -Healing DSP.

The C100's freelance -friendly control surface makes for
a short learning curve, and the ability to scale consoles
also helps to meet your budget.

The C100 is already the first choice for respected
broadcasters worldwide, including: NBA -TV  The Golf Channel
Disney Broadcasting  Danish Radio & TV  NHK  Seoul Broadcasting.

Find out how the C100 can help achieve your audio goals.

www.ssl-broadcast.com

Solid State Logic
(BROADCAST AUDIO TECHNOLOGY)

Begbroke, Oxford 0X5 1RU, England. Tel: +44 (0)1865 842300 Fa:: +44 (0)1865 842118 Email sales,solid-slate-log ccom Web: www.solid-state-logic.com

NEW YORK LOS ANGELES TOKYO 'ARTS MILAN

Tel: +1 (1)323 463 4444 Tel: +81 (0)3 5474 1144 Tel: +33 0)1 34E0 4666 Tel: +39 039 2328 094
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Robovision
captures the action with Vinten
BY JIM WARDEN

Ten years ago, only big sport-
ing events had the budget for
robotics. Today, it's common

to have two or three systems on an
event. Robotic camera systems are al-
lowing networks to bring their audi-
ence a view of the action from places
manned cameras can't go. Robovision
has been providing these specialized
robotic services to NBC, FOX, CBS,
ABC and ESPN for the past 12 years.
The company was one of the first to
install a robotic camera system in a
sports venue - building one into the
legendary turn 4 at the Daytona
Speedway in 1991. The implementa-
tion was so successful that the follow-
ing year, it integrated eight systems
into ABC Sport's coverage of the
Indianapolis 500.

Our inventory is built around the
Vinten AutoCam system, which

enables us to control multiple cameras
with only one operator. This saves
both man-hours and production ex-
penses, two important factors for the
networks. The workhorse of our
complement is the AutoCam HS -105P

pan -and -tilt head. The heads provide
reliable service, despite abuse in the
field. Several of these systems were
designed for us, specifically for use
with larger ENG cameras and lens
combinations. We also make use of
substantial inventory of HS -102 light-
weight servo pan -and -tilt heads for a
variety of applications. The heads
work well, as they are small and un-
obtrusive. Add to this 18 Sony BVP-
950s and 550s with splitblock configu-
ration, an in-house metal shop where
all custom mounts are fabricated, and
a selection of Fujinon and Canon
lenses for close-up sports coverage.

Robovision uses a complement of Vinten Autocam systems to give viewers
a taste of the speed involved in NASCAR racing.

Capturing the action
This year, we will televise more than

190 network sporting events, with as
many as 10 robotic systems. This in-
cludes providing trackside robotics for

Robotics systems give viewers a
whole new perspective on sporting
action.

Winston Cup, Championship Auto
Racing Teams, Indy Racing League,
NASCAR Trucks, NASCAR Busch and
a variety of smaller race series. We also
provide trackside coverage for the
popular "Crank it up" segment of Fox
Sports' coverage of the Winston Cup.
The NBC portion of the season
usesfive special robotics systems we
developed for panning cars traveling
almost 200 mph. It is our objective to
take the home viewer trackside so they
can appreciate the speed of the event.
Television can be deceiving - in most
cases, the sense of speed is lost in tele-
vision coverage.

Robovision specializes in auto racing,
but we also have worked with NFL and
college football for years, providing the
networks with goalpost cameras and
robotics in positions where a manned
camera is not possible. BE

Jim Warden is president of Robovision.

Read more technology reports in the

Special Technology Focus section

of our Web site, vrantilroadcastengineering.com.
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THERE'S AN EASIER WAY TO MOVE FROM ANALOG TO DIGITAL LINKS

NUCOMM OFFERS LOWERCOST DIGITAL UPGRADE SOLUTIONS

Nucomm's Analog Coder Convens an Existing Analog STL to a Digital STL
With Variable Data Rates from i to 24 Mbps

BIG CAPABILITIES

IN A SMALL PACKAGE

 19 MBPS ATSC PLUS Ti DATA PACK

 USE EXISTING ANALOG INFRASTRUCTURE

 LOW COST DIGITAL SOLUTION

 DVB-ASI & SMPTE-310M INTERFACES

 IDEAL FOR MULT:-HOP SYSTEMS

a MULTIPLE AUDIO SUBCARRIERS OPTIONAL

 MULTIPLE CHANNEL MULTIPLEX OPTIONAL

Nuttmm
Microwave Solutions for the Digital R9eTM
'or Bilby Road, Hacke:tstown, New Jersey 07840 USA
t: 908.852.3700 f: 908.813.0399
www.nucomm.com
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On -air
automation systems
BY JOHN LUFF

Isuspect that many in the broad-
cast business have had the same
reaction to the term "automa-

tion" that I do. I first think of labor
"saving" and cost cutting, but careful
reflection shows that automation is
much more than that today.

The complexity of modern broad-
cast operations exceeds what a person
could be reasonably expected to ac-
complish by manual action alone. In-
deed, the automation pond has been
entered on tiptoes in many operations
in the last three decades, as spot play-
back moved from film and discrete
videotape playbacks to robotic play-
back systems, such as initially the RCA
TCR-100 and Ampex ACR-25. These
systems, while primitive by today's
standards, allowed 2 -inch quad video-
tape spots to be sequenced into entire
breaks without intervention. The la-
bor freed from manually loading vid-
eotapes and hand switching between
multiple sources was seldom turned
to the street, but rather turned to other
tasks to permit stations to expand their
range of services without adding over-
head. As labor costs increased over the
years, the net savings to owners al-
lowed margins to remain acceptable.
The era of 2 -inch robots gave way to a
new generation of machines that were
essentially the same (Sony Betacart/
LMS, Odetics TCS series, Panasonic
Mark), and performed the same func-
tions, with some seeing use in news
operations as well. However, seldom
did stations in all but the largest mar-
kets opt for full station automation
systems, in part due to the complex-
ity, and cost. It is hard to justify the
cost of an automation system (up-
wards of $250,000 in some cases) on
the back of labor savings when the la-
bor released was paid $10-$20 per
hour. The math is simple: at $20/hour

the hours saved would have to exceed
six years of full-time labor.
Today the situation is radically dif-

ferent. The cost of an entry-level au-
tomation system is less than $20,000,
and its capability is likely to be supe-
rior to that of a few years ago, when
the cost was much higher. This couples
with a radically changed set of require-
ments in station master control.
Breaks are more complex, with effects,
voice-over items, graphics,
squeezeback, and shorter interstitial
lengths feeding a structure that is hard

machines do not tire or make mistakes
as often. With modern technology the
failures are most often created by the
human inputting the data on which
the system runs. When traffic leaves
errors that the machine intelligence in
automation cannot analyze and repair,
a human must step back in to figure
out just what has gone wrong and how
to fix the problem, hopefully before it
gets to air.

The architecture of modern systems
varies only in increments when
viewed from 25,000 feet. Traffic out-

Court TV recently went live from its new digital master control facility in
Manhattan, NY, with a fully redundant two -channel Sundance Digital
FastBreak automation solution. The system drives three Profile XP video
servers: two PVS 1026s for play to air, and one PVS 1044 for ingesting the
content. Photo courtesy CourtTV. Photo by Andy Washnik.

for humans to accurately switch. The
"coup de grace" that often forces sta-
tions' hand is the increasing number
of channels being switched. LMAs,
duopoly, centralized broadcast opera-
tions and local cable feeds often tax
the conventional MCR system and
staff beyond what can be reasonably
and reliably handled. Quite simply,

puts a log, automation ingests the data,
parses it into commands for hardware
playback devices, and then runs the
resultant list on a strict time- line syn-
chronized to a reliable clock. However
at the 10 -foot level the view can be
quite different. Automation systems
vary in scale to change operations in
the markets for which they're best
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suited. It might serve well to review
the areas where systems vary in order
to put structure to the discussion.
Most automation systems offer sat-

ellite control and program record.
These are the basis of much of the pro-
gram schedule for many stations and,

increasingly from a service that
"drops" the content on a small-scale
server along with metadata describing
the content (advertiser, agency, air
dates, spot ID number, etc) instead of
a physical videotape shipped in from
an agency. Fully featured ingest must

In the future, automation, as well as traffic,
will need to be able to issue commands

to cover new classes of events that arise

from the needs of DIV.

as such, can separate vendors quite
rapidly. Important points to consider
include the process of record sched-
ule generation, resolution of conflicts
for available hardware (VTRs or server
ports, crosspoints, antennas and an-
tenna controllers, and receivers), sta-
tus monitoring and reporting. A good
system will be able to handle multiple
record devices and schedule the use
of a considerable amount of time in
advance if the data is available.

Spot ingest is becoming a moving
target. Though for more than a decade
now many stations have played spots
to air from a server after ingest from a
VTR, spot delivery to stations is now

in the future have the ability to query
a directory on the agency delivery sys-
tem and pull content into the system,
notifying all concerned of the arrival,
or perhaps notifying the appropriate
parties of the non -arrival in time to
find a solution. Ingest also will need
to deal with both file delivery and in-
gest of HD and SD content.

The architecture of the underlying
real-time engine and machine control
is often quite different. Many systems,
especially long-established ones, op-
erate over RS -422 control for playback
devices and switchers. Increasingly the
devices are network controllable, and
many modern automation systems use

TCP/IP control over Ethernet to
greatly simplify system architecture.
This lends itself well to wide -area con-
nections, which can be quite useful in
centralized broadcast operations. At
least two vendors have developed lo-
cal control engines that hold in local
memory machine control commands
issued by the central system. This can
even include time synchronization via
NTP over the same Ethernet connec-
tion, with time offset capabilities to ac-
count for system latencies.

In the future, automation, as well as
traffic, will need to be able to issue
commands to cover new classes of
events that arise from the needs of
DTV. The accuracy of events will be
pushed to no worse than frame accu-
racy, which includes the generation of
frame -accurate traffic logs. Without
such capability the programming of
encoders, multiplexers, and data syn-
chronization for interactive services
may well require a degree of accuracy
not routinely achieved by currently
available systems. BE

John Luff is senior vice president of
business development for AZCAR. To reach
him, visit www.azcar.com.

SEND
Send questions and comments to:

johniutf@primediabusiness.com

Multi -Channel
Master Control

QMC is the most flexible, most scalable,
Master Control system you can buy.

150+ channels On -Air now in 20 countries.

 1-60 Channels
 Up to 4 key levels

 Internal signal protection
 Dual -channel DVE

 Built-in Logo Store

 New QMC-HD High Definition
- 720p &1080i
 New QMC-TCS Twin -Channel
- up to 4 channels in 3RU

Call for a demo now- 888.638.8745
www.quartzus.com sales@quartzus.com Quartz
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Digital Service Management

HARMONIC'S PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS maximize revenue,

reduce costs and increase flexibility. They're proven and

reliable. So, whether you already offer digital TV or are just

starting out, we can provide a significant advantage for you.

Our DiviCom® MPEG-2 video encoders, with integrated noise

reduction and filtering, deliver industry leading efficiency

and performance. Everyday, thousands of Harmonic encoders

are hard at work converting, compressing and cleaning video

to remove even subtle imperfections. The result is superior

picture quality for your viewers and more revenue generating

capacity for you.
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EDITING SOFTWARE
Avid Xpress Pro: Lets users edit DV, mix resolutions in
the timeline, and save space using the new 15:1s offline
resolution; access 24 video and 24 audio tracks with
unlimited layers, apply 2D and 3D OpenGL-based effects,
edit true 23.976 media, trim and edit using JKL keys, and
customize their workspaces; comes with built-in soft-
ware "experts" such as AutoCorrect and NaturalMatch
color correction, DV Scene Extraction, AutoSave, and
ExpertRender.

918-640-6789; www.avid.com

MEDIA CONVERTER
Stratos Lightwave VMC-R-X-2: Has typical link dis-
tance up to 20 km at 1.485 Gbps and up to 35 km at 270
Mbps; features a Digital Diagnostic Monitoring interface;
includes 7552 BNC simplex electrical interface, error -free
pathological pattern operation and an LED indicator; has
a rugged die cast/over molded construction.

800-323-6858; www.stratoslightwave.com

QUALITY
MANAGEMENT
TOOL
Omnitek and Pixelmetrix
Quality Auditor: Monitors
digital video, embedded audio
and metadata, and logs
analyzed data against
timecode; includes an
integrated Pixelmetrix QMM
picture quality analysis

software with Omnitek's PC -based solution; selected
errors and warnings are logged to an XML format data
file; checks for gross video signal errors, features 16 -
channel audio peak overload and silence detection; has
adjustable warning and alarm threshold timeouts.

+44 1256 881 110; www.omnitok.tv:

866-749-3587; www.pbtelmetrix.com

SLOW-MOTION CONTROLLER
DNF Controls ST300-DSR1K: Developed to provide
control over the Sony DSR-DR1000 DVCAM stream -
based hard -disk recorder; provides instant access and
simultaneous record and playback functionality; offers
users a T -Bar for fast, simple and smooth slow motion
instant replay; features single -keystroke cue marking for
access of up to 100 cue points per DSR-DR1000.

816-898-3380; www.dnfcontrols.com

ING TAPELESS PRODUCTS
Panasonic DVCPRO-based P2 series: P2 card: Stores
18 minutes of DVCPRO at 25Mb/s and nine minutes at
DVCPRO50; P2 cam: includes five P2 card slots, has a
total record capacity of 90 minutes with 4 GB P2 cards at
DVCPRO; P2 editor: laptop editing system based on
Panasonic's Toughbook notebook PC; equipped with a
PCMCIA card slot for P2 cards and an NLE software
editing system; P2 deck: links the ING system into the
standard broadcast infrastructure; on -air transmission is
possible from an OB truck using a P2 deck capable of
handling five P2 cards and with interfaces and operation
similar to a VTIR; P2 drive: A five P2 card reader/writer
equipped with a USB 2.0 interface that links the cards
into a PC; provides one of the routes linking ING to
newsroom networks.

800-528-8601; www.panasonic.com/broadcast

DIGITAL ROUTING
SWITCHERS
PESA Cheetah: Handles SD, HD,
analog, and AES audio signals all
within the new 448 Flexi-Frame;
offers DAC (10 -bit SDI to analog
conversionl, HD to SD
downconversion capability via
optional output cards, and/or dual
outputs for HD, SD, or analog video;
provides copper and fiber input and
output modules; standard frame
sizes ace offered to accommodate a
wide range of requirements.

256-726-9200 x460; www.pesa.com
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VIDEO SERVERS
Leitch NEXIO: Provides a foundation for any
Integrated Content Environment; designed for
both transmission and news environments; has

fault -tolerance and interoperability; features new, high-performance single or
dual Intel Xeon processors; runs the RAIDSoft system, which allows all channels
and network ports simultaneous access to content for maximum operational
efficiency; users can build systems up to 12 terabytes in a single domain.

800-231-9673; 888-843-7004; www.leitch.com

Over
946,080,000 seconds
of precision timing

WHEN you require the best, most accurate in precision
timing look only to ESE. Designed for "Precision
Timing", ESE Master Clocks & Accessories have
been the industry standard for over three decades.

Whether using GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency
accuracy - all ESE Master Clocks can drive digital or analog
slave clocks, as well as interface with video and/or computer
based systems. Call or visit our web site for more details.

 3 -Year Warranty 

142 Sierra Street  El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Phone: (310) 322-2136 Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com

NLE VIDEO EDITING
APPLICATION
Pinnacle Liquid Edition: Has real-
time compositing, effects and DVD
authoring, all within the same
intuitive interface; uses both the CPU
and GPU to provide more than 1000
real-time 2D and 3D effects; features
Pinnacle's CX primary and second-
ary color corrector, and Dynamic
slow-motion controls; offers back-
ground rendering; provides DVD
authoring; XSend capability allows
for rapid sharing of clips and
projects with Pinnacle Commotion
Pro, Adobe After Effects and
Macromedia Flash MX.

650-526-1600; www.pknaclesys.com

MIX

MULTI-LAYER VIDEO
MIXER
Chyron C -Mix: Is 1RU; designed for
use with Chyron's Duet character
generators; can mix and layer up to
four video and key input pairs, plus
program video in any order within
the mixer; has a bypass relay so
program video is not lost in case of
hardware failure; commands can be
animated on the timeline and stored
in a Lyric message for playback.

631-845-3862; www.chyron.com

NETWORKING
PLATFORM
Harris NetVX: Can support any
contribution and/or distribution
application; offers a plug -and -play
upgrade path for the future; a
single 5RU chassis can hold up to
17 software modules; analog or
digital video, audio, and/or data
can be transported over any
combination of networks simulta-
neously; is available with MPEG-2
encoding and decoding and
transport stream demultiplexing
and remultiplexing modules.
800-442-7747: www.harrisbroadcast.com
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MODULAR
ROUTER
SYSTEM
Network Electronics
VikinX: Ranges from 32x32 to
128x128; is available in SDI or
HD -SDI; supports data rates
from 19.4 Mb/s to 540 Mb/s in
the SDI version and 19.4
Mb/s to 1485 Mb/s in the HD -
SDI version; SD and HD can
be mixed in the same frame;
provides a fully hot-
swappable architecture independent of signal formats.

818-701-6201; www.network-electronics.com
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SOFTWARE
UPGRADE
Studer V3.3: Applicable to Studer
consoles using the D950 processing
core - the D950 M2, Vista 7 and
Vista 6; has improved snapshop
facilities in static mode; includes an
undo function for snapshot recall;
can snapshct crossfades over any
interval up to 100 seconds; protects
against accidentally changing
patched connections; other features
vary depending on the console type
and its existing feature set.

+41 1 873 75 11; www.studach

MASTER CONTROL
SWITCHER
Quartz QMC-HD: Can be used as a
stand-alone system or as part of a
mixed SD/HD system; offers multiple
key layers, built-in Logo Store, two
vooceovers, and signal protection
features, audio capabilities are
enhanced tc handle the needs of 5.1
surround; video standards include
1080i and 720p; includes cut, mix and
fade transitions, and up to two
additional internal linear keyers fed
from external sources of key and fill
per channel; is supplied with built-in
signal protection as standard,
including emergency input and
optional redundant power supply.

888-638-8745; www.quartus.com

GROUNDING
SYSTEM
Electrorack Enclosure Products
Automatic Grounding System:
Eliminates the need for users to
drill through the surface to the
ground, features a specially
designed grounding clip and
standard butt splice; the clip
system eliminates having to drill
and install braided cable; complies
with UL standards for equipment
grounding conductors.

800-433-6745; www.electrorack.com
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Here's a hint.
PatchAmp pre -
wired DA sys-
tems are being
utilized by more
and more leading
production houses,
mobile units, cable
network providers and
transmission facilities
right now!

Your competition
isn't waiting...
so why are you?
 Coaxial universal frame
 Highest density frames
 Light weight and rugged
 The best signal performance
 Complete line of DA modules
 Lifetime Warranty on modules

(we will replace it for free)
 Superior craftsmanship (Made in USA)
 Runs Cool (may cool other equipment in rack!)

Too good to be true? Call us and we'll prove it!

Call us for a side -by -side
comparison of leading

manufacturers vs. PatchAmp

201-457-1504
20 East Kennedy Street,
Hackensack, NJ 07601
www.patchamp.com

Wondering
what your
competition
is up to?

PATO Ji I :2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PATCHING & DISTRIBUTION TECHNOLOGY

[Jelly -Fish" Surround
Sound Monitor

MSD600M++ Enhanced Version
 Improved Image Quality  Fast Signal Processing 

Embedded Audio via SDI  96 kHz Input  User
Configurable up to 32 Input Channels  Signal

Generator w/White and Pink Noise  Advanced Future
Options  RS232 Comm. Port

DK-AUDIO AMERICA Inc.
4417 East Villa Rita Drive  Phoenix, AZ 85032  USA

Tel.: +1 (602) 765-0532  Call Toll -Free: +1 (800) 421-0888
 Fax: +1 (602) 765-1473  jdt@dk-audio.com

www.dk-audio.com

11 will' Is

DIGITAL ROUTING SWITCHER
Sierra Video Systems Shasta 1602ND -LS: Resolves
on -air switching of embedded audio for live broadcast
facilities; switches HD video without the pops or clicks
associated with embedded audio; includes route
locking, manual chop, tally and adjustable blade; built
with an auto -timer feature that automatically time -

aligns inputs within a 2H window.
530-418-1000; www.sierravideo.com

DESKTOP ENCODER
Popwire Technology Compression Master 2.1: Mac
OSX-based encoder supports ISMA and 3GPP specifica-
tions; features Pre -view, support for 2 -pass encoding,
MPEG-4 Advanced profile, improved filters, optimized
performance and improved GUI; has an extended format
support and extended filter features.

+46 8 506 667 00; www.popwire.com

EDITOR
Incite Editor 3.1: Features new
commands and tools for rendering
and batch render management;
includes background -rendered,
keyframeable transitions; has greater
interactivity between Incite Project
Configuration and Incite Media Manager M2;
supports fcr VLAN and Tape -to -Tape editing;
features definable mixer configuration templates,
new tools for timeline codec selection and real-time
sub -pixel rolls and crawls.

949-509-6558; www.inciteonline.com

MULTI-DEFINITION DIGITAL
DISK RECORDER
Accom WSD/HDe: captures both SD
and HD uncompressed video
content; provides real-time playback
for rendered material; offers plug -

and -play operation; has 2.5 hours of
built-in recording capacity at 24p
format; includes RAID -3 parity protection for video
with redundant mirrored disks for audio.

650-328-3818; www.accom.com
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VISUAL
WORKSTATION
SGI Tezro: Supports a full
suite of SGI DMedia Pro
options; includes up to four
processors for CPU -intensive

applications; has high -

bandwidth architecture;
features VPro graphics;
supports two streams of HD
10 -bit 4:4:4:4 RGBA video; can

also display large data sets at
high resolution and can support four simultaneous,
synchronized displays for help in data analysis and problem
solving; has two form factors designed for serviceability
and deployability.

659-960-1980; www.sgicom

TRAFFIC AND BILLING
APPLICATION
Cam Systems Eclipse 3.2: Includes integrated invent)ry
control, reporting and sales and traffic management;
features an advanced make good functionality, en-
hanced programming, network format capabilities, and
simplified order entry; has fully customized invoicing and
financial control/reporting features.

408-446-7000; www.camsystems.com

HD LCD MONITOR
ERG Ventures HDM-EV3OD HD monitor: Offers
enhanced color and gamma adjustment functions,
framing markers and a memory preset function; has a
rugged, compact design and low -power consumption;
features a wide and stable site angle, panel brightness
and a color adjustment function that allows for near -
exact color reproduction.

949-509-6558; www.erg-ventures.colple
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As the television industry continues to redefine itself,
Broadcast Engineering is there. Broadcast Engineering is the
industry s preferred resource for learning about the ever -evolving
television market. Stay current on the latest technology developments,
new players, products and decision -makers.

To start your FREE subscription with the industry's #1
authoritative source of technical information*, go to
www.broadcastengineering.com and click on SUBSCRIBE NOW.

'2002. Paramount Research Study, World Edition.

redefining television
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eireiriZ. OFFERING YOU THE MOST...

The Most Advanced
Multi -Image Display
& Monitoring Systems

MI--irviFO
. 000 0

via 0 AI 3

Any input,
Any output,

Any size,
Any time...

Ph: 905-335-3700 Fx: 905-335-3573 www.evertz.com

BroadcastEngineering

enews offers

R E

Sign up for an e-newsletteri
aruutory,

DEYOND THE HEADLINES
ereroadleramelner 'an...soksor see.. FCC ad... nalanin ma, and
achodu.s lual.plded f the m non products and
and aen.taaaed Stahons and produclron Inianslo F

!nrIn :seulcitxlinrir"
T. newe411

As the television industry continues to redefine itself,

Broadcast Engineering is there. Only Broadcast Engineering's
e -newsletters deliver the crucial television industry updates you

depend on to make informed decisions.

An instantaneous and accurate resource, our e -newsletters offer the

latest FCC updates, technical industry news, product news and new
product highlights.

http://broadcastengineering.com/subscribe_nowlindex.htm
Subscribe to Beyond the Headlines and RF Update today

redefining television

TALLY
MAPPERTM

 Tally Routing & Mapping
 One Button Operation
 Store Maps Internally
 Edit From a PC/Laptop

A Compact Solution,
Ideal for Mobile Units and

Multiple Production Setups.

Videoframer.
Control System Solutions

Tel: 530-477-2000
www.videoframesystems.com

BroadcastEngineering

Favorites Tools Help

+o/ ASearch SJ

we I site

enso
lhadastEnllineerillo

\Aides US/Canada and World editeone

New. j /live

Newly .edesigned to accommodate upgraded features and

to optimize navigation, www.broadcastengineering.com is just
one more way that Broadcast Engineering effectively reports on

trends, events and products that redefine the television industry.

An absolute industry resource to the visitors it serves,

www.broadcastenglneering.com delivers breaking news, online demos,
and access to related industry links.

http://www.broadcastengineering.com
Click to www.broadcastengineering.com

and discover true industry expertise

redefining television
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A PRIMEDIA Publication

TBC/Frame Synchronizer
No vertical resolution loss
when synchronizes satellite
feed or camera input

Automatically detects stable

$860.00 NTSC signal or signal with
time base error

H HOTRONIC, INC.
1875 S. Winchester Blvd. Campbell  California 95008 U.S.A.

Tel: 408-378-3883  Fax: 408-378-3888
Website: www.hotronics.com  Email: sales@hotronics.com

Edit Sweet

The Benchmark System 1000 is the
perfect tool set for the audio -for -video
and broadcast professional. Twelve
audio module positions are available
for a diverse range of devices. The
sonic performance of each System
1000 module is absolutely
unsurpassed. This becomes paramount
as customers demand ever increasing
quality.

Call today for configuration options
and cost effective pricing on the
System 1000.

.thc mea,ure of excellence

 4 -channel, 24 -bit, 96 -kHz, A -to -D and D -to -A Converters

 1, 2, and 4 -Channel Microphone Preamplifiers

 Analog and Digital Distribution Amplifiers

 Better than 0.0008% Real World THD+NI

 Jitter Immune UltraLocktM technology

 110 12 and 75 52 AES Interfaces

 WECO, EDAC, Molex, BNC, Optical, and/or

XLR Connectors

 Cost Effective and Expandable: Perfect for Edit Suites

800 262-4675
www.BenchmarkMedia.com
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Superior
TV automation

technology.

SYSTEMS

www.florical.com

DVB... ASI... ATSC...
Now DVEO
The New Standard
in Digital Video

DVEO, the newly formed broadcast
division of Computer Modules, delivers a
diverse line of products, ranging from
PCI cards and software to complete
turnkey systems at prices far below
other manufacturers. For a free 30
day trial* of any DVEO products,
please call 858 613-1818. Or visit

www.dveo.com. Vistt web site for details

Pro Broadcast Division

a Computer Modules. Inc.

LV3 a I C

Systems PCI Cards Software

CAPACITORS FAIL MORE OFTEN THAN ANY OTHER COMPONENT

Check any Electrolytic Capacitor In Circuit with
100% Accuracy in 3 Seconds-GUARANTEED*

Automatically discharges capacitor first
Checks DCR with alerts for leakage or shorts
Measures DCR to 500 ohms with Alert
Measures ESR from .1 to 20 ohms @ 120KHz
Checks capacitors from 0.47uF to 2200uF
Beeps one to five beeps for capacitor quality
Color chart shows good -fair -bad readings
One -handed tweezer test probe included
Checks both through -hole and surface mount

60 -day satisfaction money -back guarantee

KM-MOW 0.104 firr(1.0,Ite.e

The trick to locating bad capacitors in -circuit is not to measure capacitance, but to
measure ESR at high frequencies, and compare readings in relation to capacitance.
The CapAnalyzer 88A is the only test instrument that will perform the series of
tests and conditions that will guarantee 100% accuracy. Even NASA uses it!

Maintenance engineers for the major TV networks ABC, NBC, CBS and FOX
specify the CapAnalyzer 88A, as well as technicians at AT&T, GTE, Verizon,
Comcast and AOL/Time-Warner. Service engineers for professional broadcast
equipment companies like Panasonic Broadcast, JVC, and Sony specify the
CapAnalyzer 88A, as do thousands of independent service technicians.

$179 MSRP ELECTRONIC DESIGN SPECIALISTS, INC.
561-487-6103 www.eds-inc.com

SASNestS

41/4i I.

-r smcgcks,t.,\E__

Phone: 847-584-1000 www.antednasystems.com
Fax: 847-584-9951 sales@antennasystems.com

Towers
SCLO9OBSBK: 90' Self Supporting Tower $1656.00
25G110D170: 170', 110 MPH, Guyed Tower $5284.00
55G090D300: 300', 90 MPH, Guyed Tower.....$11,420.00
SSV190D090: 190' Self Supporting Tower..... ..$13,850.00

QUICKSET
QPT 90: 24VDC, 435° Range, PN# 7-59005-2 $2489.00
QPT 90: 12VDC, 435° Range, PN# 7-59120 $3160.00
Gibraltar Tripod: 85" Max Height, 200# capacity $2085.00

LightPoi
When disaster hits your fiber "backbone", why not have a backup plan?

We are pleased to introduce the world renowned Light Pointe line of FSOTM products.
FS 52/4000: 52 mbps @ 2.5 miles, SNMP capable $20,695.00
FS 155/4000: 155 mbps @ 2.5 miles, SNMP capable $25,870.00
FS 622/1000: 622 mbps @ 0.62 miles, SNMP capable .$40,100.00
FS 1.25G/1000: 1.25 gbps @ 0.62 miles, SNMP capable......$ 42,500.00

Other models / speeds available. Call with sour specific application
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Classifieds

For Sale

SONY.
D5R45 D.0 4,^1

Digital VTR

SONY

Authorized

Professional

Reseller

surdaE
818.840.1351

email for quotes Pau1@studio-exchange.com
816 N. Victory Blvd. Burbank, CA 91502 FAX 818.840.1354

BUY

SELL

TRADE

NEW

USED

For Sale

AcousticsFirst
TNcu'',-n7,7 888-765.2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

Vocals
SINGERS!'=.
Unlimited Free Backgrounds
from Original Standard Recordings!
Thompson Vocal Eliminator"'
VE-4 Free Brochure/Demo
24 Hour Demo/Info Line
(770)4824485
LTSound Dept BE -1 7980UPa eay, Lithonia, GA
uvvvvv.VcicalEilmiriator.c-corrag../BEtier r ke For Over 25 Years!

L I

Professional Services

GILMER & ASSOCIATES, INC.
TECHNOLOGY/MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS

BRAD GILMER
PRESIDENT 2207 RINGsmiTH DR.

ATLANTA GA 30345
TEL 17701414-9952
FAX 17701493-7421
EMAIL txxlmerOatInel corn

The NLE Buyers Guide

A buyers guide to nonlinear video
editing systems and disk recorders /
servers for editing with a searchable

database of over 200 r roducts
http://NLEguide.com

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,

FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV
Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork

2684 State Route 60 RD "1
Loudonville, OH 44842

419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

D.L. MARKLEY
& Associates, Inc.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.

Peoria, Illinois 61604
Phone (309) 673-7511  FAX (309) 673-8128

www.dlmarkley.com
Member AFCCE

Control
Products
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Cold Up To 4 VIPs
OCRs er Sew Chernus
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Unive sal Instart Replan (ontroller RS -422 PZ
and Dwell

Order
Now

$1999.95,4 www.ilcoopernm

Employment
 111

(All Engineering/Technical Positions)

TV, Broadcast Technology, Satellite
Professional - Confidential

Serving All USA States  All Client levels

Over 20 Years Experience

KeystoneAmerica t1
Dime Bank, 49S Main St., Pittston, PA 18640

Phone (570) 655-7143 Fax (5701654-5765

e-mail: mailaKeystoneAmerita.com

twebsite: KeystoneAmerica.com

We respoed to all Employee & Employer Inquiries

Como& ALAN KORNISH

WANT TO FILL A POSITION?
SOCIELY OF BROADCAST ENGINEERS

jobsONLINE C- RESUME Service
wwu.sbe.org  (317) 846-9000

WANT TO FIND A NEW JOB?

Business
Wanted

BUSINESS WANTED
Private investor seeking to purchase
broadcast manufacturing firms, distribu-
torships, divis ons or product lines from
established companies. No dealerships,
please. Contact mark@towerpower.com
or fax to 845-246-0165.

To Advertise in the
Classified Section

Jennifer Shafer
1-800-896-9939

C assif ied Advertising Manager
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Help Wanted

Metro Traffic & Weather, a division of Rainbow
Media, a Cablevision company, seeks a versatile
engineer to join a team supporting 2 digital and 5
analog channels. Applicant must specialize in

interactive television and support digital production,
automated switching and non-standard cameras.

Selected professional will have 5+ years experience
as a Broadcast or Cable engineer with additional
experience in interactive/digital media. Must have a
background in IT including, TCP/IP, UNIX and
enterprise web applications. 4 -year degree
preferred, Tech schooling or vendor training a plus.

Successful applicant will have strong technical
proficiency with all types of STUDIO, ENG, SNG,
MCR and routing equipment. Flexibility and
familiarity with technical trends is a must.

For consideration, send resume which must include
REF#1117BE8116JPP in subject line, to:

Jpiombin@cablevision.com

"WARM/MON
EOE 1A/F/DN fr A Drug Free Workplace

LAS VEGAS, TV AND RADIO STATION is
receiving applications for the position of
Assistant Chief Engineer Candidate must
have minimum 5 years experience, or
equivalent Associate's Degree in electron-
ics/electrical engineering. SBE certification
preferred. A valid driver's license is required
Position consist in assist Chief Engineer in
UHF TV and radio high power transmitters,
LP translators, STUs, digital and analog stu-
dio equipment, LANs, WANs, and computer
networking among other duties. This is a
hands-on position as part of a 3 person team
responsible for multiple transmitter sites
within a 3 state area. Must be a team player
with a positive attitude and ability to work
in a news environment. Please mail resumes
at KINC TV, 500 Pilot Road Suite D Las Vegas
NV 89119 Attn: Human Resources EOE

NORTHSTAR STUDIOS, a large television
production complex in Nashville, Tennes-
see is seeking an Engineer In Charge (EIC).
The successful candidate will possess a
Class "B" Commercial Driver's License; an
Associates Degree in Electronics, Computer
Science, Telecommunications or Broadcast
Engineering; 3-5 years of Broadcast Engi-
neering; and RF Transmission experience.
SNG (Satellite News Gathering), studio pro-
duction experience and SBE certification
are a plus. For an application visit our
website at www.northstarstudios.tv, or call
(615) 650-6040. Resumes may be faxed to
(615) 650-6275.

BROADCAST OPERATIONS- BROADCAST
ENGINEER Bloomberg TV has a challeng-
ing opportunity within the Broadcast Engi-
neering Group. Will be responsible for coor-
dinating and performing maintenance of
equipment as needed to support live broad-
cast operations. We will look for this engi-
neer to be proactive and troubleshoot pro-
duction and on -air issues. Will also be re-
sponsible for updating transmitter/shift
logs, conducting tests, diagnostics evalua-
tions and executing checklists to discover
equipment and/or system anomalies. The
engineer will also have the opportunity to
coordinate and install new components and
systems, as well as create and update engi-
neering documents and diagrams. Require
ments: Qualified candidates will have strong
knowledge of technical TV and radio broad-
casting equipment (including cameras, ro-
botics, VTRs, routing equipment and pro-
duction switchers). Knowledge of broad-
cast automation systems and thorough un-
derstanding of PC hardware and software
operations. Ideal candidate should posses
strong troubleshooting skills and have the
ability to work independently and quickly
in high-pressure situations. Please apply
online at http://careers.bloomberg.com

SENIOR STUDIO TECHNICIAN WJHL TV/
MEDIA GENERAL WJHL-TV, Newschannel
11 is seeking a Studio Maintenance Techni-
cian. Desired applicant will perform repair,
replacement, modification, installation, re
moval, adjustment and integration of all
technical equipment related to the opera-
tion of WJHL Newschannel 11. Formal edu-
cation should include a college degree in
electronics or military training/trade school
certification. Good communications, writing
and computer skills are required. Must be a
team player and be available to work
NIGHTS and WEEKENDS. Excellent benefits
package. Please email resume to
HR@WJFIL.com or mail to WJHL-TV, Attn:
Human Resources, PO Box 1130, Johnson
City, TN 37605-1130. EEO M/F Pre -employ-
ment drug screen required.

TV BROADCAST TRANSMITTER ENGI-
NEER WSVN Television in Miami, Florida is
seeking a TV Broadcast Transmitter Engi-
neer. Candidates must have a minimum 5
years experience with VHF Transmitters and
good people skills. Experience in trouble-
shooting and installation of RF equipment a
must. Applicants should send resumes to:
WSVN-TV, Human Resources, 1401 -79th
Street Causeway, North Bay Village, Florida
33141, Or Call (305) 795-2677 EOE

BENCH/FIELD ENGINEER Audio Video Re-
sources has unique opportunity for the right
individual with the right attitude in the Phoe-
nix, AZ area. The responsibilities for this
position include professional and broadcast
diagnostics and repair experience for vtr's
cameras, monitors, switchers, video
conferencing products, video walls and all
types of professional projectors. Manufac-
turers training and certification for Sony,
Panasonic, NC, Polycom and Clarity is a
plus. In addition field responsibilities include
all aspects of installation, maintenance and
repair of commercial audio video systems.
The successful candidate should possess
good customer service skills, an attention
to detail and the ability to multi task. In ad-
dition, this individual must be able to take
on tasks with little supervision, exercise
good judgement in performing these tasks
and complete them in a quick and efficient
manner. Excellent verbal and written com-
munications skills are a must. 5-10 years
experience encompassing these responsi-
bilities is preferred.Also experience with
standard electronic test equipment is a
must. Salary DOE. Drug test required Email
only to service@avrinc.com. No phone calls
please.

BROADCAST OPERATIONS- RADIO ENGI-
NEER Bloomberg has an exciting opportu-
nity for a motivated radio broadcast engi-
neer. You will be directly responsible for the
hands-on support and implementation of
broadcast equipment and systems for
WBBR 1130AM and its global radio net-
works. You will also design, install and
troubleshoot audio components, wiring and
applications for our reporter workstations,
studios and transmitter site; perform pre-
ventive maintenance and diagnostics of
hardware and software systems; create dia-
grams and document procedures, oversee
FCC compliance of Public files, EAS, Annual/
Quarterly ownership programming docu-
mentation and update transmitter site logs
and EEOC reports. Requirements: The ideal
candidate should possess strong problem
solving skills and have a hands-on working
knowledge of radio broadcast FCC regula-
tions, procedures, components, applica-
tions and operating systems. Candidate
must also be capable of performing physi-
cal labor, multi -tasking and be available to
work a flexible schedule...Please apply
online at http://careers.bloomberg.com

To advertise here
Call Jennifer Shafer at

1-800-896-9939
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Inaccurate
marketing
BY PAUL MCGOLDRICK

If you ever want to witness a fun,
truly free sports game, then
travel to Naples, Italy, and get a

good seat on the bay of Via Marittima,
south of the Capri ferry terminals.
Nearly every evening a line of small
boats fills the horizon at sunset. Then
on some cue invisible to the watching
public, the boats will start to race at
full pelt toward the shore; on board
are cigarettes and tobacco that will be
smuggled, if and when the boats reach
land. To the right of the bay, on the
same cue, one or two customs boats
will race out toward the smugglers.

Like gazelle being chased by cheetahs
there will be only one victim for each
attacking animal. In Naples, virtually
every boat gets ashore and gets its
cargo unloaded before the shore

descriptors
against the so-called boring and
unwatched output of the national
broadcaster, RAI.

I visited a lot of these pirate stations
and found a common belief that they
were transmitting "broadcast quality"
video. Most were using U-Matics with
consumer modulators driving a PA
into the antenna. A few later went on
to use time -base correctors and, of
course, some of the equipment be-
came sophisticated enough to spawn
a complete transmitter business.

It's our fault in the broadcast industry
for not defining "broadcast quality" in
performance terms. There is equipment
available that can be used to create
cheaply produced home video shows
from the most questionable signals. But
every time I see "broadcast quality" used

Every time I see "broadcast quality" used

as a marketing attribute it makes me

groan internally.
authorities can catch up to them. Some
of the boats allow themselves to be
caught, and are found with no con-
traband. It's a numbers game.

It's not surprising that the same tech-
nique was used in Italy to create pirate
TV. When a different person occupied
every channel in Rome and Milan, it
was impossible for the Italian PTT to
catch them all. And if they did catch
one and put the station off the air, an-
other entrepreneur quickly snapped up
that empty channel. For this reason, the
pirates had to stay on the air around
the clock, or else their purloined chan-
nel would be "rescued" by another pi-
rate. Even the current Prime Minister
of Italy was involved; he had one of the
first channels out there, and his enter-
prise survived and grew after the gov-
ernment caved in to the pressure

as a marketing attribute it makes me
groan internally.

The entertainment industry also
avoided defining the performance
standards of a CD, so we entered a
long phase where everything was pro-
duced in "CD quality" - from satel-
lite radio to MP3 players to "HD" Ra-
dio. In the case of one of the satellite
radio providers, the allusion that its
output was something you could hear
from a decent CD player shows a de-
ranged mind at work.

Does it stop there? No. It grows with
technology, and the latest bandwagon to
get on is describing products as offer-
ing "DVD quality." The products I have
seen using this descriptor include MP4
players, the output from computer
processors and camcorders, and mobile
networks offering "DVD-quality" video.

There is one startup from the North-
east that delivers video "in back-
ground" - in other words, not
streaming live - that the company
says "mimics what consumers expect."
What are "mimics" and "DVD-qual-
ity" doing in the same sentence?

I've seen claims of DVD-quality
from products that "compress 20
times" that of MPEG-2. Ouch! And,
of course, some of these products use
display screens as large as 3.5 inches.
The viewing experience obviously is
going to be very compelling to broad-
cast -quality engineers.
There also are major issues associ-

ated with the expected use of prod-
ucts. Take some expensive portable
CD players and then use an external
audio chain to listen to the output. You
may be surprised at how nasty the sig-
nals are. The manufacturer relies on
you to use the sub -standard head-
phones supplied with the equipment
to get rid of the higher -frequency
hash. I'm going to try and do that with
one of the relatively expensive por-
table DVD players to see what the
video quality is really like. Just because
it plays DVDs doesn't make it "DVD-
quality" in my book.

Some of the airlines now are giving
their first-class passengers laptop
DVD players to while away flights of
four hours or more. The quality of the
players may be questionable, but I have
seen the battery peg out before the end
of the movie. Ensuring they have
enough fuel is obviously something
the smugglers in Naples take much
more seriously.

Paul McGoldrick is an industry consultant
based on the West Coast.
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A new generation of intercoms that
just made your life a whole lot easier!
Intelligent linking
Expandable system architecture
Modular, configurable stations
Powerful, transparent interfacing
License -free wireless connectivity

www.clearcom.com eIlli
Clear-Com

PPF Intercom Systems



NEXIO: The new server
platform for your Integrated
Content Environment (ICE)

Nx4o%aorTXs

Need TV operations that run better for less?
 True shared storage: Simultaneous access to all content by all users

 Ultro-fast Gigabit Ethernet IP connectivity: High-speed access
for media and asset management

 Integrated shored -content editing: Irgest, edit, to air-with
no content transfers

 Total integration: Support for cll the software you count or most

 Extreme extensibility: Addit onal storage arid channels
in low-cost increments

Just add ICE.

Turbo -charge your Integrated Content Ervironment:
www.leitch.com/rexio

Canada +1 (800) 387 0233
USA East +1 (800) 231 9673
USA West +1 (888) 843 7004
Latin America +1 (3051512 0045

t) LE ITCH,
www.leitch.corn

Get a taste ice ICE at IEC Stand 8.240


